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ABSTRACT

This work utilizes the Four-Dimensional Plates (4DPlates) software, and Differential
Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (DInSAR) to examine plate-scale, regionalscale and local-scale kinematics of the Afro-Arabian Rift System with emphasis on the
Afar Depression in Ethiopia. First, the 4DPlates is used to restore the Red Sea, the Gulf
of Aden, the Afar Depression and the Main Ethiopian Rift to development of a new
model that adopts two poles of rotation for Arabia. Second, the 4DPlates is used to model
regional-scale and local-scale kinematics within the Afar Depression. Most plate
reconstruction models of the Afro-Arabian Rift System relies on considering the Afar
Depression as a typical rift-rift-rift triple junction where the Arabian, Somali and Nubian
(African) plates are separating by the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden and the Main Ethiopian
Rift suggesting the presence of “sharp and rigid” plate boundaries. However, at the
regional-scale the Afar kinematics are more complex due to stepping of the Red Sea
propagator and the Gulf of Aden propagator onto Afar as well as the presence of the
Danakil, Ali Sabieh and East Central Block “micro-plates”. This study incorporates the
motion of these micro-plates into the regional-scale model and defined the plate boundary
between the Arabian and the African plates within Afar as likely a diffused zone of
extensional strain within the East Central Block. Third, DInSAR technology is used to
create ascending and descending differential interferograms from the Envisat Advanced
Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) C-Band data for the East Central Block to image
active crustal deformation related to extensional tectonics and volcanism. Results of the
DInSAR study indicate no strong strain localization but rather a diffused pattern of
deformation across the entire East Central Block.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of extensional regimes from continental rifts (where lithospheric
processes dominate) to sea floor spreading (signaling the takeover of asthenospheric
processes) is a topic of great interest to the geoscientific community. The Afro-Arabian
Rift System with its central part the Afar Depression in NE Ethiopia, S Eritrea and
Djibouti (Figures 1.1 and 1.2) is an ideal site to examine many questions pertaining to the
evolution of extensional regimes.

Figure 1.1. The Red Sea-Gulf of Aden-Main Ethiopian Rift (MER) form a diffuse triple
junction in the Afar Depression. Arrows show general directions of plate movement.
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This work contributes to scientific questions related to evolution of extensional
tectonic regimes and kinematics of the Afro-Arabian Rift System and the Afar
Depression in three ways:
1. The development of plate-scale kinematic reconstruction of the Red Sea, the Gulf
of Aden, the Afar Depression and Main Ethiopian Rift by considering the motions of the
Nubian, the Arabian, and the Somali plates as well as the Sinai micro-plate and Danakil
block. For this, the Four-Dimensional Plates (4DPlates) (plates reconstruction software
developed by the Norwegian Geological Survey and Simula; a Norwegian threedimensional (3D) visualization firm) and Statoil (the Norwegian Oil Company) are used.
This kinematic reconstruction has the advantages over existing models in that it used two
poles of rotation for the Arabian plate whereas most of previous models used only one
pole of rotation for Arabia. The proposed model advocates for shore-to-shore restoration
of the Red Sea suggesting the lack of significant attenuation before lithospheric
rupturing.
2. The development of a nested scale (plate-scale, regional-scale, and local-scale)
kinematic models for the East Central Block of the Afar Depression using 4DPlates and
4DLM software. This block represent the overlap zone enclosed by rift systems
manifesting the onland SE-propagation of the Red Sea (Red Sea propagator) and the
NW-propagation of the Gulf of Aden (Gulf of Aden propagator onto the Afar. At the
plate-scale and regional-scale, clockwise rotation of the East Central Block is modeled
relative to the Nubian, Arabian and Somali plates as well as the Danakil and Ali Sabeih
blocks (Figure 1.3). In addition, clock-wise rotation of the seven bloc ks of the East
Central Block (Isso Deda’a, Siyarrou, Dobe, Unda-Gamarri, Hanle, north Balho and Data
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Yager) are also modeled. Poles of rotation of these blocks are modified from published
paleomagnetic data (Kidane et al., 2003). This study suggests that the plate boundary
between the Arabian and the African (Nubian and Somalia) plates within the Afar
Depression is likely a diffused zone of extensional strain within the East Central Block.

Figure 1.2. General rift propagation direction within the Afar Depression. Grey arrows
indicate rift propagation direction of the Red Sea Propagator (RSP), Gulf of Aden
Propagator (GAP) and Main Ethiopian Rift (MER). The Gulf of Tadjoura (GT) is where
the Gulf of Aden rift steps onto land and the Gulf of Zula (GZ) is where the Red Sea rift
steps onto land. The Danakil and Ali Sabieh micro-blocks are shown. (BEM) is the Bab
el Mendeb straits.
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Figure 1.3. Hillshade Digital Elevation Model (DEM) generated from the Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM) data (90 m spatial resolution) showing micro-blocks within
the East Central Block. Arrows show direction of rift propagation (location of microblocks are adopted from Manighetti 2001; Kidane, 2003).

3. The development of phase displacement maps generated from interferograms using
Differential Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (DInSAR) technology applied to
multi-date Envisat Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) data collected between
2002 and 2010. This study focussed on the East Central Block and the Gulf of Aden
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propagator. Results of this study highlighted the unlikelihood of the presence of a “hard
and sharp” plate boundary between the Arabian and African (Nubian and Somalia) plates.
Rather, the plate boundary is represented by a diffused zone of extensional deformation
within the East Central Block.
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PAPER I.
PLATE KINEMATICS OF THE RED SEA, THE GULF OF ADEN, THE AFAR
DEPRESSION AND THE MAIN ETHIOPIAN RIFT USING FOURDIMENSIONAL PLATES (4DPLATES)
ABSTRACT
Numerous kinematic reconstructions of the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the Afar
Depression and the Main Ethiopian Rift have been proposed; however there exists a
challenge in consistent evaluation of each model, as each study adopts different
pole(s)/angle of rotation, age of rift initiation, and shoreline geometry. In addition, there
was a lack of powerful software to evaluate each reconstruction. This work makes
advantage of proprietary plates reconstruction softwares developed for Statoil (the
Norwegian oil company) to evaluate previous models and present a comprehensive
model for plate kinematic reconstruction of the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the Afar
Depression and the Main Ethiopian Rift. The model adopted two poles of rotation for
Arabia. The first pole is related to the initial orthogonal rifting across the Red Sea
between 22 and 12 Ma. During this phase the Arabian plate moved N66oE away from the
stationary African (Nubian and Somalia) plate with an Euler pole of 36.72o N, 11.71o E
accompanied by ~4o counter-clockwise rotation of the plate. During this phase the Sinai
micro-plate was part of the Arabian plate. The second pole is associated with the
northward motion of the Arabian plate (oblique rifting) between 12 and 0 Ma that is
resolved into a sinistral strike-slip movement along the Agaba transform fault. During
this phase, the Arabian plate had an Euler pole of 33.94o N, 33.94 o E and that the plate
rotated counter-clockwise by ~2o. These poles of rotation were independently constructed
and their cumulative pole of rotation is consistent with other published poles of rotation
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for the Arabian plate. This model shows that the Red Sea can be restored shore-to-shore
and the Precambrian structures across the Red Sea in the Arabian and Nubian Shields can
be tightly correlated across the coastlines suggesting lithospheric rupturing without
significant attenuation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. STATEMENT OF THE SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES
Conceptual and numerical models proposed for the transitioning from continental
rifting (where lithospheric processes dominate) to seafloor spreading (where
asthenospheric processes dominate) predict a significant amount of attenuation before
lithospheric rupturing. For example, numerical models by Yamasaki and Gernigon (2008)
have shown that the lithosphere can be stretched by a factor of 2.5 before it ruptures.
However, the Red Sea, which is considered an example of a young ocean seems to
suggest that the lithosphere did not stretch significantly before rupturing (e.g. McKenzie
et al., 1970; Sultan et al., 1992, 1993). This suggestion comes from two lines of
observations; the almost perfect fit of the Arabian and African shorelines of the Red Sea
(McKenzie et al., 1970), and the tight correction of Precambrian structures of the Arabian
and Nubian Shield that intersects the Red Sea at different orientations (Sultan et al., 1992,
1993). Such a possibility of lithospheric rupturing without significant attenuation defies
the norms of plate tectonics theory where horizontal extensional forces are expected to be
the dominant factor in the development of continental rift systems and subsequently
oceanic basins. For this, regardless of the geologic observations suggesting coast-to-coast
restoration of the Red Sea, many models that attempted to accommodate a lithospheric
stretching component have been proposed (Freund, 1970; Le Pichon and Francheteau,
1978; Cochran, 1981; Joffe and Garfunkel, 1987; Izzeldin, 1987; Le Pinchon and Gaulier,
1988). This resulted in the presence of numerous plate kinematic restoration models that
have not been objectively evaluated. This was in part because of the lack of effective
reconstruction software.
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The objectives of this work are twofold: (1) Use the powerful plate reconstruction
software Four-Dimensional Plates (4DPlates) (developed by the Norwegian Geological
Survey and Simula (a Norwegian three-dimensional visualization firm) for Statoil (the
Norwegian Oil Company)) to objectively evaluate previous restoration models for the
Red Sea; and (2) Propose a new model for the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the Afar
Depression and the Main Ethiopian Rift by extracting independent Euler poles from
4DPlates. The advantages of this model include the adoption of two poles of rotation for
the Arabian plate and it extends south to include the Afar Depression and the Main
Ethiopian Rift. Most of the previous models used only one pole of rotation and focused
solely on the Red Sea.

1.2. FOUR-DIMENSIONAL PLATES (4DPLATES)
4DPlates is a unique software, which allows for the co-visualization of multispatial resolution and multi-layer geoscientific data sets and the restoration of these data
sets through time (both backward and forward) using the plate reconstruction tool of the
software. The main difference between 4DPlates and other plate reconstruction programs
is its ability to rotate gridded (raster) data in space and time as well as to perform ‘on the
fly’ calculations on geological data sets. The aim of this software is to allow the user the
visualization of geoscientific data sets and the interpretations of these data sets in a plate
tectonic framework, to be able to rapidly zoom in and out to visualize data details at the
global, regional and local scale. The major advantage of 4DPlates relevant to this work is
the ability to establish new polygons representing tectonic plates, micro-plates, crustal
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blocks, or micro-blocks and to calculate their Euler poles and angular rotation through
specified geological time restoration. Additionally, 4DPlates allow the establishment of
multiple Euler pole and angular rotation for the restoration of tectonic plates, microplates, blocks and micro-blocks. Further, the extraction of flow lines based on the Euler
pole and the angular rotation between conjugate tectonic entities help to visualize the
motion over time and to calculate the age of the sea floor spreading in the case of tectonic
plate reconstruction or the age of rifting in the case of restoration that involve crustal
blocks and micro-blocks.

1.3. THE AFRO-ARABIAN RIFT SYSTEM
The Afro-Arabian Rift System extends from the Dead Sea in the N to arguably the
Okavango Rift Zone in S Africa (Figure 1). It passes from the Dead Sea south through
the N-trending Agaba transform fault to the NNW-trending Red Sea separating the
Arabian plate from the Nubian plate. Further S, the Red Sea connects with the E-trending
Gulf of Aden and the NE-trending East African Rift System within the 200,000 km2
coverage of the Afar Depression (Beyene and Abdelsalam, 2005). The East African Rift
System contains the NE-trending Main Ethiopian Rift in the N and the Western Branch
(Albert Rift and Tanganyika Rift) and the Eastern Branch (Kenya Rift, Turkana Rift and
Rukwa Rift) to the south. The Western and Eastern Branches wrap around the Tanzania
Craton. The Western Branch seems to continue southeastward into the Malawi Rift. To
the SW the rift system continues as the Southwestern Branch represented by NE-trending
rift basins (Mweru Rift, Luangwa Rift and Okavango Rift) that extends in a NE-SW
direction for ~1700 km across ~250 km wide corridor (Mosely et al., 2012).
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The evolution of the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the Afar Depression and the
Main Ethiopian Rift, the focus of this study, is thought to have started with the
outpouring of ~30 Ma old volcanic of the Afar Mantle Plume (Figure 2; Hoffman, 1997;
Bosworth et al., 2005). During the earlier phases of the Afar mantle plume activity, there
was also volcanism in western Saudi Arabia resulting in the older Harats (McQuarrie et
al., 2003 and Bosworth, 2005). Around 27 Ma the Gulf of Aden and the Eritrean Red Sea
began rifting (Bosworth, 2005). By 24 Ma there was extensive rifting of the entire Red
Sea resulting from NE-SW extension orthogonal to the Red Sea strike. Basaltic diking
also occurred during this period on the Arabian side of the Red Sea and in the Afar
Depression which is in contrast to almost no magmatic activity on the Nubian plate
directly to the W of the Red Sea. At ~14 Ma, the Aqaba transform fault formed, which
connected the Red Sea with the Zagros compression zone due to convergence of the
Arabia plate with the Eurasian plate. Extension across the Red Sea shifted from NE-SW
to N-S parallel with the Aqaba transform fault.
The Afar Depression began forming 10 Ma as the Arabian plate separated from
the African plate (Nubian plate and Somali plate) (Ayele et al, 2007) and original
extension is likely due to slab pull of the subducting Arabian plate under Eurasia. This
was also accompanied by oceanic spreading began in the Gulf of Aden (Bosworth, 2005;
Beyene and Abdelsalam, 2005). Around 5 Ma the Main Ethiopian Rift and the Afar
Depression became connected. The Gulf of Aden propagated NW onto land at the Gulf of
Tajura forming the NW-trending Gulf of Aden propagator which is an “embryonic
spreading center” characterized by the presence of rift structures and shield volcanoes.
Similarly, the Red Sea propagated SW onto the Afar Depression through the Gulf of Zula
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forming the Red Sea propagator; a tectonic feature similar to the Gulf of Aden
propagator. The Red Sea likely propagated southwest onto the Afar Depression due to the
presence of the thick Precambrian lithosphere of the Danakil block. The two propagators
enclose an overlap zone referred to as the East Central Block of the Afar Depression.
Pre-existing lithospheric-scale structures are suggested to have a dominant
influence on strain localization, the direction of rift propagation during initial extension
of the Red Sea, the Afar Depression and the Main Ethiopian Rift. For example, AlDamegh et al. (2005), from passive seismic studies, suggested that the entire Red Sea
opened along a pre-existing Precambrian lithospheric-scale structure. Also, the Afar
Depression also has been noted to have fault zones which correspond to pre-existing
structures (Black et al., 1975). Black et al. (1975) noted that the ~900 km Marda fault
zone of the Afar Depression is an area of pre-existing lithospheric weakness whose trend
can be extended N through the Erta ‘Ale seismo-volcanic area and further N to the Red
Sea. Recently, some authors interpreted results of shear-wave splitting showing fast
direction parallel to trend of the Main Ethiopian Rift as due to the presence of NNEtrending Precambrian structures (e.g. Gashawbeza et al., 2004; Keir et al. 2005).
Alternatively, Buck (2006) suggests that the straightness of the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden

and the Main Ethiopian Rifts are due to the presence of magmatic diking segments under
these extensional structures. However, Keranen and Klemperer (2008) argued that
magmatic processes strongly influence volcanic-rifting regions, but are not responsible
for the relatively straight geometry of the Main Ethiopian Rift.
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1.4. PLATE KINEMATICS OF THE AFRO-ARABIA RIFT SYSTEM
To understand the kinematics of the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the Afar
Depression and the Main Ethiopian Rift, which are parts of the East African Rift System,
it is first necessary to evaluate the motion of the Arabian plate relative to the Nubian plate
as this motion provides the framework for the kinematics of the region. It has long been
noted by researchers that the Arabian and the Nubian coastlines of the Red Sea can be fit
back together with little overlap or under lap and that the Precambrian structures of the
Arabian and Nubian Shields on each plate can be tightly correlated (McKenzie et al.,
1970).
The Red Sea separates the relatively stationary African plate from the Arabian
plate which is currently moving in a N to NNE direction with a rate of 1.5 to 2.0 cm per
year (Reilinger et al., 2006). Numerous models for reconstructing the Red Sea have been
proposed and these are well summarized in Sultan et al. (1993). The first group of
models, identified by Sultan et al. (1983) are those in which the Red Sea can be closed
coast-to-coast without significant gaps; hence assume that there is little or no lithospheric
attenuation before lithospheric rupturing and that much of the Red Sea is underlain by an
oceanic crust (Gridler and Underwood, 1985; LaBreque and Zitellini, 1985; Bohannon,
1986; Sultan et al., 1992; 1993). The second group of models favored a small separation
(20 to 40 km) in the Red Sea restoration leaving room for small amount of lithospheric
attenuation, hence predicting that much of the Red Sea is underlain by an oceanic crust
(Joffe and Garfunkel, 1987; Le Pichon and Gaulier, 1988). The third group proposed a
wide separation between the Red Sea coastlines due to a high degree of stretching of the
continental lithosphere, implying that most of the Red Sea is underlain by a continental or
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transitional crust (Freund, 1970; Le Pichon and Francheteau, 1978; Cochran, 1983;
Izzeldin, 1987).
The continental Main Ethiopian Rift separates the African and Somali plates and
this rift began forming when the Somali plate started moving to the SE ~20 Ma (Corti,
2009) subsequently, the Somali plate began moving more S compared to the Arabian
plate ~6 Ma. Although the Indian Ridge exerts a compressive force on the Somali plate,
the S-ward motion of this Somali plate continued to dominate (Beyene and Abdelsalam,
2005 and Corti, 2009). En-echelon border faults and asymmetric basins began forming in
the Main Ethiopian Rift ~11 Ma (Keranen and Klemperer, 2008; Corti, 2009). The strain
was accommodated along the border faults from ~11 to 2 Ma and magmatism occurred
along the faults and fractures (Corti, 2009). Around 2 Ma, the strain became focused
along the center of the rift in NE trending normal faults.
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2. METHODS: EVALUATION PARAMETERS OF THE RED SEA, THE GULF
OF ADEN, THE AFAR DEPRESSION AND THE MAIN ETHIOPIAN RIFT
KINEMATIC MODELS
A problem with evaluating different published plate reconstructions is that each
model can suggest different pole(s)/angles of rotation, have different ages of rift
initiation, adopt different shorelines and plate boundaries, and there was previously no
powerful method available for independent assessment of these models. This study
evaluates published reconstructions of the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the Afar
Depression and the Main Ethiopian Rift using the proprietary software of Statoil (the
Norwegian Oil Company) called Four-Dimensional Plates (4DPlates) developed by
Simula and the Norwegian Geologic Survey to reevaluate these models consistently by
using published Euler poles and angle of rotation representative of each of the three
aforementioned models. Furthermore, this work proposes a new model, which is
consistent with the geologic structures across the Red Sea. 4DPlates was used to calculate
the pole and angle of rotations of the Arabian plate, the Somalia plate, the Sinai microplate, and the Danakil block. The 4DPlates was used for 4D restoration.
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3. RESULTS: EVALUATION PARAMETERS OF THE RED SEA, THE GULF
OF ADEN, THE AFAR DEPRESSION AND THE MAIN ETHIOPIAN RIFT
KINEMATIC MODELS

To evaluate the kinematics of the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden and the Afar
Depression, the kinematics of the three major plates (Arabia, Nubia and Somali) are
considered (Figure 3). In addition, the motions of the Sinai micro-plate and the Danakil
block are also evaluated. The models involve relative plate motions with the Nubian plate
considered to be as stationary. The Nubia-Sinai (Gulf of Suez), Nubia-Arabia (Red Sea),
Nubia-Somalia (Main Ethiopian Rift) and Somalia-Arabia (Gulf of Aden) extensional
regimes are considered. A prediction of motion along the Sinai micro-plate relative to the
Arabian plate along the sinistral Aqaba transform fault is also assessed. The clockwise
rotation of the Danakil block relative to the Nubian plate is evaluated, with special
attention to the movement of the Arabian plate. This study focuses on the three main
models proposed for the restoration of the Red Sea (coast-to-coast, small separation, wide
separation) as well as models for the Gulf of Aden and the Afar Depression. A
fundamental issue with this region of NE Africa and Arabia is that no work has yet
successfully addressed the kinematics of the stretch of the Afro-Arabian Rift System
from the Red Sea in the N to the Main Ethiopian Rift in the S without significant errors
such as overlap of continental crust as the models are temporally reconstructed.
The geographic extent of the Arabian, Nubian and Somali plates was determined
by the coastlines of the plates using Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) extracted from the
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data which have 90 m spatial resolution
because it is assumed that there is little lithospheric attenuation during rifting. In addition
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the spatial extent of the SW flank of the Danakil block was determined by the
topographic high characteristic of this continental block which sharply contrasts the Afar
Depression to the SW, which is largely at or below sea level. The Main Ethiopian Rift
defines the boundary between the Nubian and the Somalia plates and its spatial extent is
determined by the topographic low of the rift compared to the topographic highs of the
Ethiopian Plateau in the W and the Somali Plateau to the E.
To evaluate the regional tectonics of the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, Afar Depression
and Main Ethiopian Rift, it was first necessary to establish the kinematics of the Arabian
plate, as it has the most translation and rotation compared to the other plates considered
(Nubian and Somalia). Once the framework of the Arabian plate is established, the
tectonic movement of the Somalia plate and the Sinai micro-plates and Danakil block can
be addressed. The Nubian plate is held fixed in this model. The Somalia plate motion is
defined by movement within the Main Ethiopian Rift, which is the youngest of the three
evaluated rift structure and the extent of its movement is based on the distance between
the Ethiopian plateau (Nubian Plate) and the Somalia plateau (Somalia plate).
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3.1. MODEL 1: COAST-TO-COAST RESTORATION OF THE RED SEA
The contribution of McKenzie et al. (1970) to understand the kinematics of the
Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden and the Main Ethiopian Rift was to provide a statistically
derived pole of rotation that fit the coastlines of the Arabian and Nubian plates. This best
fit model implies there is little or no lithospheric attenuation and the Red Sea is primarily
underlain by oceanic crust. First, McKenzie et al. (1970) created an Arabian-Nubian plate
model, which involved selecting an Euler pole and then rotating one of the plates until the
overlap and gap between the two plates is minimized. The overlap and gap area was
calculated to get a “total area of misfit”, then another pole of rotation is chosen and the
total area of misfit is calculated. The total area of misfit was then contoured based on the
geographic position of the corresponding pole. The pole of rotation calculated by
McKenzie et al. (1970) for the Arabian and Nubian plates was 36.5o N and 18 o E. This
model moves the Arabian plate on an oblique Mercator projection, in order to translate
the Arabian plate compared to the Nubian plate with no rotation. The model proposes
moving the Nubian plate to meet the Arabian plate and then moving the Sinai micro-plate
110 km northward along the Aqaba transform fault. No pole of rotation is given for the
Sinai micro-plate or the Danakil block, however the potential existence of the Danakil
block as a horst once connected to the Arabian plate is discussed. The McKenzie et al.
(1970) model is different from other model in that it does not fix the Nubian plate as in
the case of other Red Sea kinematic models. The displacement of the Nubian-Somalia
plates is described by the difference between the vectors of the Nubian-Arabian motion
and the vectors of Somalia-Arabian motion. The pole is estimated by adding the two
vectors together, with a pole of 8.5o S, 31.0o E. The age of rift initiation is not directly
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expressed, but 25 Ma is discussed as the possible onset of rifting for the Gulf of Aden and
the Red Sea.
Sultan et al. (1992, 1993) used one pole of rotation (34.6o N, 18.1o E with a
counter-clockwise rotation angle of 6.7o) to reconstruct the Red Sea and describe the
relative motion of the Arabian plate relative to the Nubian plate. This study used this pole
as representative of the little or no separation model (Figure 4.). This suggested Euler
pole and rotation provides a near perfect fit of the coastlines of the red Sea in the Arabian
and the African side. However, the plate motion since 25 Ma does not consider the
subduction of the Arabian plate under Eurasia in a N 66o E direction from ~25-12 Ma and
the largely northward motion of Arabia on the Aqaba transform fault since ~12 Ma.
Sultan et al. (1992, 1993) mentioned that the pole of rotation for the Arabian plate
relative to the Nubian plate does not account for the motion on the Aqaba transform fault
in the Pliocene-Pleistocene time. Sultan et al. (1992, 1993) suggested that two poles of
rotation may be required to accurately describe the plate motion of the Arabian plate
since the Miocene. The Sultan et al. (1992, 1993) models only address the N portion of
the Red Sea and did not address the kinematics of the Sinai micro-plate (with a Euler pole
and angle of rotation, although the micro-plate is discussed) nor the Gulf of Aden, the
Afar Depression or the Danakil block. Therefore, the Sultan et al. (1992, 1993) models
provided a best fit model of the central Red Sea and correlated geological structures of
the N and central Red Sea back in time, but did not address the kinematics of the rest of
the Afro-Arabian Rift System further S to the Main Ethiopian Rift. Additionally, these
models did not address the initial orthogonal rifting of the Red Sea that occurred before
the more N-ward motion of the Arabian plate along the Aqaba transform fault.
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3.2. MODEL 2: SMALL SEPARATION OF THE RED SEA
A model for the Red Sea, which advocates for a small separation between the
Arabian and the Nubian plates when the Red Sea is reconstructed was proposed by both
Joffe and Garfunkel (1987) and Le Pichon and Gaulier (1988). This work shows the
Joffe and Garfunkel (1987) model as representative of the small separation model (Figure
5). Joffe and Garfunkel (1987) reevaluated the kinematic model of the Red Sea to argue
that the coastlines of the basin can be fit back together with a small separation (~30- 60
km) between the Arabian and the Nubian plates based on geologic and geophysical data.
This model considered the movement on the Aqaba transform fault (the movement of the
Sinai micro-plate relative to the Arabian plate) and proposed an Euler pole of (32.8o N,
22.6o E). With this new Eulerian pole for the Sinai-Arabian plate movement, Joffe and
Garfunkel (1987) predicted a new pole for the Red Sea at 32.5o N, 25o E and a counterclockwise rotation of 7.751 o of the Arabian plate with respect to the Nubian plate and the
Gulf of Aden (24.5o N, 25o E). The implication of this model is that it results in producing
wider basins for the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden than their observed total plate motion
since rift initiation. Joffe and Garfunkel (1978) interpreted this disparity to imply that
there was 250% thinning of the continental crust of the Arabian and the Nubian plates
before oceanic crust was formed in the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden axial troughs.
Le Pichon and Gaulier (1988) also advocated for small separation of the Red Sea
shorelines after restoration basing the kinematics of the Arabian plate with respect to the
Nubian plate on a four-fold increase of the rotation of the Arabian plate ~12-13 Ma. The
Le Pichon and Gaulier (1988) model hypothesized that sea floor spreading was initiated
at this time in both the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden synchronous with the activation of
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the Aqaba transform fault between the Sinai micro-pate and the Arabian plate. Le Pichon
and Gaulier (1988) cited evidence for the activation of the Aqaba transform fault based
on work by Quenelle (1958) (in Garfunkel, 1981), who calculated that there was 105 km
of sinistral strike-slip movement along the Dead Sea Rift. The Le Pichon and Gaulier
(1988) model assumed that there is 40 km of displacement along the Aqaba transform
fault between 0 and 4.7 Ma and 65 km of displacement between 4.7 and 13 Ma. This was
based on spreading rates calculated from the magnetic lineation in the Red Sea (Le
Pichon and Gaulier 1988) and the pole of rotation between the Sinai micro-pate and the
Arabian plates (32.8o N, 22.6o E) calculated by Garfunkel (1981). Le Pichon and Gaulier
(1988) calculated the extent of the continental crust into the Red Sea taking into account
the volume of crust conserved during rifting and the initial pre-rift crustal thickness
which is thought to be 32.5 km thick. Le Pichon and Gaulier (1988) estimated that the
continental crust extends about 30-50 km from the Red Sea coastlines in the case of plate
reconstruction that includes small separation of 30-60 km. Evaluation of Le Pichon and
Gaulier (1988) model using reconstruction with 4DPlates gave a 40-80 km separation
between coastlines of the Red Sea.

3.3. MODEL 3: WIDE SEPARATION OF THE RED SEA
For modeling of the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the Afar Depression and the
Main Ethiopian Rift, the third group advocated for a wide separation between the Red
Sea shorelines allowing for a broad extension of the continental lithosphere, hence
implying that a significant part of the Red Sea is underlain by a continental or transitional
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crust (Freund, 1970; Le Pichon and Francheteau, 1978; Cochran, 1983; Izzeldin, 1987).
The Le Pichon and Francheteau (1978) model is representative of the wide separation
model using 25 Ma as the age of rift initiation of the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden
(Figure 6). Le Pichon and Francheteau (1978) adopted the pole of rotation established by
McKenzie et al. (1970), but disagree with the coast-to-coast fit of the Red Sea arguing
that the Danakil block does not have enough space to be accommodated between the
Nubian and the Arabian plates with this reconstruction as noted by Freund (1970). In
addition, those against the coast-to-coast model suggested that the McKenzie et al. (1970)
model also does not account for the strike-slip motion along the Aqaba transform fault on
the eastern side of the Sinai micro-plate that has added ~10-40 km more extension
between the Nubian plate and the Sinai micro-plates than the current width of the Gulf of
Suez. Freund (1970) advocated fitting of the Nubian and the Arabian plates along lines
~20-30 km from each of the Red Sea coastlines towards the center of the basin. Freund
(1970) suggested that the trace of the 20-30 km line coincides with the actual continental
crust extent under the Red Sea. Cochran (1983) also advocated for a wide separation of
the Red Sea coastlines after restoration of the Arabian and the Nubian plate boundaries to
their positions in the late Oligocene and early Miocene. Cochran (1983) applied the
uniform stretching model of McKenzie (1978) and hypothesizes that most of the Red Sea
is underlain by stretched, block faulted continental crust with a small amount of oceanic
crust in the axial trough of the Red Sea and perhaps some in the main trough of the Red
Sea. Cochran (1983) indicated that S of ~21o N latitude, the axial trough of the Red Sea
contains high amplitude magnetic anomalies that indicate sea floor spreading and north of
25o N latitude, there are no magnetic anomalies that are strong indicators of sea floor
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spreading. Cochran (1983) further questioned how far the continental crust extends into
the Red Sea by citing well logs indicating the presence of continental crust that extends
for ~10-20 km from the shorelines of the Red Sea towards the basin center (Mason and
Moore, 1970; Sestini, 1965).

3.4. CURRENT MODEL USING COASTLINE BEST FIT
The Nubian and the Arabian plates have been evaluated using the best fit of
coastlines of the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden and the rift shoulders of the Afar
Depression and the Main Ethiopian Rift (Figure 7). New polygons representing the
Arabian, Nubian, and Somali plates were established using the Global 30 Arc Second
Elevation Data (GTOPO30) Digital Elevation Model (DEM) which has 1 km spatial
resolution. Independently, two Euler poles and angles of rotations were calculated
adopting two-phase opening of the Red Sea. The first phase which occurred between 22
and 12 Ma as an orthogonal rifting has an Euler pole of 36.72o N, 11.71o E and a counterclockwise rotation of 4.24) whereas the second phase which occurred between 12 and 0
Ma as an oblique rifting has an Euler pole of 33.94o N, 33.94o E and a counter-clockwise
rotation of 1.97o. These poles were calculated using 4DPlates. This model shows that the
Arabian and the Nubian plates can be fit together with little overlap or under lap, which
suggests that there is likely little lithospheric attenuation and therefore a highly localized
strain (Figure 8). This new model also proposes that the Arabian plate cumulatively
rotated counter-clockwise by 6.21o. The model also proposes 34o counter-clockwise
rotation of the Danakil block relative to the Nubian plate. This is 4o greater than
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previously accepted models of the Danakil block. It necessary to rotate the Danakil block
to 34 o in order to allow for the Arabian plate in the N and S Red Sea to be reconstructed
without a significant overlap of the continental crust. The 30o rotation for the Danakil
Block that has been previously proposed leads to a significant overlap of the block with
the Arabian plate. Freund (1970) commented that the McKenzie et al. (1970) one pole
model for the Red Sea did not allow for the transform movement along the Aqaba
transform fault between the Sinai micro-plate and the Arabian plates. The adoption of
two poles of rotation in the current model accounts for such transform movement during
the second phase of oblique rifting between 12 and 0 Ma during which the Arabian plate
moved in a north direction along the Aqaba transform fault.
Further, the new model was evaluated independently by importing geological
regional geological map of the Precambrian structure of the Arabian and Nubian Shields
(Johnson and Woldehaimanot, 2003, Hargrove et al., 2006 and Abdelsalam, 2010) into
the 4DPlates platform and subsequently close the Red Sea to pre-22 Ma configuration
(Figure 9 A and B). The model shows that these Precambrian structures, especially the
arc-arc sutures are well correlated with the closure of the Red Sea at 22 Ma and using the
proposed two Euler poles and the counter-clockwise rotation of the Arabian plate.
Reconstruction of the Red Sea (Figure 9A) shows that the Baraka lineament and the Afaf
Belt are well correlated. In addition, the Nakasib suture and the Bir Umq suture are well
correlated with the closure of the Red Sea. However, the Sol Hamed suture and the
Yanbu suture are not well correlated where the reconstruction suggest a component of
sinistral strike-slip displacement. It is tempting to consider the offset as due to the NWtrending sinistral strike-slip Najd fault aystem which shows sinistral strike-slip
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displacement of the NE part of the Yanbu suture similar in orientation and magnitude to
that proposed for the Yanbu-Sol Hamed suture as a result of the closure of the Red Sea. It
is worth mentioning here that the Arabian and the African coastlines of the Red Sea
trends NW similar to the Najd fault system. Similar, but smaller in magnitude, NWtrending sinistral strike-slip displacement is suggested by the closure of the Red Sea
between the Baraka lineament and the Afaf belt where the coastlines of the Red Sea also
trend NW. Hence, it can be tentatively suggested that the at least parts of the Red Sea
opened along the trace of the Precambrian pre-existing Najd fault system.
For Somali plate motion relative to Nubia, from ~22 Ma to 4 Ma, this study used
the Euler pole and rotation (-56.1o S, 5.68o E with a counter-clockwise rotation of
0.427o/Ma) established by Jestin et al. (1994), which took into account the relative
motion of the Somali plate compared to Arabia, Nubia and Antarctica. This study
adjusted the timing of events from the Jestin et al. (1994) study in that it initiates rifting at
22 Ma rather than with 30 Ma. For plate motion from ~4-0 Ma this study uses the current
Euler pole established by a Global Positioning System (GPS) study by Fernandez et al.
(2004) of the Somali plate (54.8o S, 37.0o E with a counter-clockwise rotation of
0.069o/Ma).
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4. DISCUSSION
4.1. DOES THE CURRENT COAST-TO-COAST RECONSTRUCTION MAKE
SENSE?
The evaluation of the three main Red Sea reconstructions (coast-to-coast, small
separation, wide separation) in the 4DPlates offers a consistent way to compare the
published models as well as to develop a new kinematic model for the Red Sea, the Gulf
of Aden, the Afar Depression, and the Main Ethiopian Rift. The little to no separation
model first proposed by McKenzie et al. (1970) and subsequently adopted by Sultan et
al., (1992, 1993) fits the Arabian plate back together with the Nubian plate with little
separation with only one Euler pole of rotation and an age of rift initiation of 25 Ma older
than what is adopted in the current model. Additionally, the McKenzie et al. (1970) and
Sultan et al. (1992, 1993) models focused only on the Red Sea and the surrounding
Arabian plate and the Nubian plate and did not consider other kinematic elements such as
the Gulf of Aden, the Afar Depression, the Main Ethiopian Rift, the Sinai micro-plate and
the Danakil block. Sultan et al. (1992, 1993) made a convincing argument of the little to
no separation model based on the correlation of lithological units and geologic structures
on both sides of the Red Sea in the Arabian and Nubian Shields. Also, Sultan et al. (1992,
1993) discussed the likely need for two Euler poles of rotation in order to accommodate
the older rift orthogonal movement of the Arabian plate relative to the Nubian plate and
the younger more northward movement of the Arabian plate relative to the Sinai microplate along the Agaba transform fault. However, the recognition of the need for two Euler
poles for a more realistic model for the Red Sea reconstruction was not adopted in the
Sultan et al. (1992, 1993) models.
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Although the current proposed kinematic model for the Red Sea, the Gulf of
Aden, the Afar Depression and the Main Ethiopian Rift agrees with the original
proposition of McKenzie et al. (1970) and Sultan et al. (1992, 1993) of the possibility of
coast-to-coast restoration, yet it is felt here that it has improved the model in a number of
ways. First, it adopted a 22 Ma as an age of rift initiation. This is a more accurate time
since it has shown that the oldest syn-rift strata deposited in the Gulf of Suez was dated at
~22 Ma (Bosworth et al., 2005). This is also supported by U-Th/He fission track
geochronology which indicated that rapid increase in rift-flank uplift in the Gulf of Suez
occurred between 21 and 23 Ma (Omar et al., 1989). Second, the adoption of two Euler
poles of rotation is fundamentally important for accurate kinematic restoration. The twophase model for opening of the Red Sea has been documented from the geological record
(Bosworth et al., 2005) and it is in good agreement with direct observations from GPS
observations (Reilinger et al., 2006). Adopting a different Euler pole for the period
between 12 and 0 Ma in which the Arabian plate moved northward relative to Sinia
micro-plate accounts for the ~115 km sinistral strike-slip displacement along the Aqaba
transform fault.
Evaluation of the kinematics of the “small separation” proposed for the Red Sea
by Joffe and Garfunkel (1987) revealed a fundamental reconstruction problem that
involved the occurrence of a sinistral strike-slip movement along the Aqaba transform
fault prior to 12 Ma. Adopting this kinematic parameter will result in a significant overestimation of the cumulative movement along the transform fault and overlap between
the Arabian plate and the Sinai micro-plate. Additionally, the Joffe and Garfunkel (1987)
model considered the movement of the Arabian plate, the Somalia plate and the Sinai
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micro-plate, but ignored the kinematics of the Danakil block, hence the introduction of a
significant overlap between the Arabian plate and the Danakil block (Figure 3). The
attractiveness of current proposed model it that it produced no significant overlap
between the Arabian plate on one hand and the Sinai micro-plate and the Danakil block
on the other hand. Nevertheless, the current kinematic reconstruction produced a small
overlap between the Nubian and the Somalia plates consistent with the amount of intraplate extension needed for the opening of the Main Ethiopian Rift.
The Le Pichon and Francheteau (1978) model, which represents the wide
separation of the Red Sea considered all the plates (Arabian, Nubian and Somalia),
micro-plates (Sinai) and blocks (Danakil Block) of the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the
Afar Depression and the Main Ethiopian Rift. This kinematic reconstruction has a wide
separation of the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden (Figure 4), which would suggest that the
two basins are primarily underlain by highly extended continental crust. This model also
produced an overlap along the Main Ethiopian Rift similar to that found in the current
kinematic models. A problem with the Le Pichon and Francheteau (1978) model is that it
considered the Danakil block as completely disconnected from the Arabian plate since 25
Ma. This scenario does not allow the Danakil block to move with the Arabian plate in a
counter-clockwise rotation as Arabia moves N-ward. Another problem with the Le
Pichon and Francheteau (1978) model is that it would be impossible to have such wide
separation between the Arabian and the Nubian plates and still be able to correlate the
NW-trending Precambrian structures of the Arabian and Nubian Shield across the Red
Sea. NE-trending Precambrian structures can be correlated in this model since they are
oriented parallel to the overall NE-ward movement of the Arabian plate away from the
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Nubian plate (Figure 7). However, by considering correlating the NW-trending Najd fault
system across the Red Sea, this model requires the presence of a ~180 km of dextral
strike-slip displacement along the Red Sea.

4.2. GEOSCIENTIFIC OBSERVATIONS IN SUPPORT OF COAST-TO-COAST
RECONSTRUCTION
Some of the striking features of the Red Sea include its topographic and
magmatic asymmetry where the Arabian side is relatively more elevated (the topographic
escarpments are in the range of ~1000 meters) compared to the subdued African side
with less than ~750 meters elevation (Figure 10A). Additionally, there are no ~30 Ma,
~24, or ~10 Ma old volcanism on the African side (Figure 10B; Bosworth et al., 2005).
Moreover, the Arabian plate shows an E-ward long-wavelength tilting (Daradich et al.,
2003). Besides, there is a suggestion that the entire Red Sea initially opened
simultaneously, following a 21 - 23 Ma pulse of uplift that followed ~34 Ma uplift (Omar
et al., 1989). In addition, results from passive seismic data show that the Moho on the
Arabian side of the Red Sea rises shapely from ~40 km below the topographic
escarpment to ~10 km beneath the shoreline of the Red Sea (Figure 10C; Al-Damegh et
al., 2005).
Many models have been proposed to explain the topographic and magmatic
asymmetry of the Red Sea (see summary in Daradich et al., 2003), but it is generally
agreed that this asymmetry is associated with a mantle flow (Daradich et al., 2005). The
N-ward motion of the Arabian plate has also been attributed to the N- flowing mantle
flow (Hansen et al., 2006).
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Plate reconstruction platforms including 4DPlates were used to evaluate existing
models for kinematic reconstruction of the Arabian, the Nubian and the Somali plates
separating the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden and the Main Ethiopian Rift which meet at the
Afar Depression. These models are either lacking the consideration of all tectonic entities
needed for the development of a comprehensive model and/or they used only one Euler
pole inconsistent with the geological record or direct observations indicating a two-phase
plate kinematic model for the region. Subsequently, this work presented a comprehensive
model for the kinematics of the Afro-Arabian Rift System by considering the Red Sea,
the Gulf of Aden, the Afar Depression and the Main Ethiopian Rift as well as the motions
of the Arabian, Nubian, and Somali plates, the Sinai micro-plate and the Danakil block.
In this model, rifting started at 22 Ma orthogonal to the Red Sea trend with an Euler pole
of rotation of the Arabian plate calculated at 36.72o N, 11.71o E accompanied by ~4o
counter-clockwise rotation. At 12 Ma rifting became oblique to the Red Sea and the
Arabian plate stated moving northward with an Euler pole of 33.94o N, 33.94o E and that
the plate rotated counter-clockwise by ~2o. The model also accommodated a 34o rotation
of the Danakil block. The model succeeded in coast-to-coast reconstruction of the Red
Sea producing little on overlaps between the plates (Arabian, Nubian, Somali), microplates (Sinai) and blocks (Danakil block), hence that there is little lithospheric attenuation
and that much of the Red Sea is underlain by an oceanic crust. The model allowed for
well collection of regional-scale Precambrian structures of the Arabian and Nubian
Shields across the Red Sea.
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Figure 1. The Afro-Arabian Rift System. 1 = Dead Sea. 2 = The Agaba Transform Fault.
3 = Red Sea. 4 = Afar Depression. 5 = Gulf of Aden. 6 = Main Ethiopian Rift. 7 = Kenya
Rift. 8 = Turkana Rift. 9 = Rukwa Rift. 10 = Albert Rift. 11 = Tanganyika Rift. 12 =
Malawi Rift. 13 = Mweru Rift. 14 = Luangwa Rift. 15 = Okavango Rift.

Figure 2. The Red Sea. (a) ~31 Ma: Afar plume initiation; (b) ~27 Ma: Eritrean Red Sea;
(c)~24 Ma: Rapid spread of extension; (d) ~14 Ma: Onset of Aqaba transform fault; (e)
~10 Ma: Rift-drift transition in the Gulf of Aden. Collision and spreading produced N-S
compression in the Arabian plate; (f) ~5 Ma: Rift-drift transition in south-central Red Sea;
(g) Present. Light pink onshore = volcanic rocks. Deep pink onshore = Afar oceanic
lithosphere. Deep pink offshore = Mid Ocean Ridge (MOR basalts). Orange = evaporates
(After Bosworth et al., 2005).
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Figure 3. Plates around the Gulf of Aden, Red Sea and Main Ethiopian Rifts. Divergent
arrows show general plate motion, and the Aqaba transform fault, which is between the
Arabian and Sinai plates. The Red Sea has two phases of opening. The first phase is rift
orthogonal opening between the Arabian and Nubian plates from 22 to 12 Ma and the
second phase of opening is parallel to the Aqaba transform fault from 0 to 12 Ma. The
full arrows show the direction of rifting between the Red Sea, Main Ethiopian Rift
(MER), and the Gulf of Aden. The curved arrow shows the counterclockwise direction of
Danakil block as it moves away from the Nubian plate. The double half arrows show the
sinistral movement along the Aqaba transform fault between the Arabian plate and Sinai
micro plate.

Figure 4. Red Sea model representing little or no lithospheric attenuation between the Arabian and
Nubian plates (pole of rotation from Sultan et al., 1992 and Sultan et al., 1993).
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Figure 5. Red Sea model representing small separtion between the Arabian and Nubian plates (poles
of rotation from Joffe and Garfunkel (1987).
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Figure 6. Red Sea model representing large separation between the Arabian and Nubian plates (poles of
rotation from Le Pichon and Francheteau (1978).
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Figure 7. Current Red Sea-Gulf of Aden, Afar Depression and Main Ethiopian Rift model
representing little or no separation between the Arabian and Nubian plates.
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Figure 8. Reconstruction of the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, Main Ethiopian Rift and Afar
Depression from 0 to 22 Ma in Four Dimensional Plates (4DPlates) using Global 30 arc
second Elevation (GTOPO 30) 1 km spatial resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM).
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A.

B.

Figure 9. Reconstruction of the Arabian-Nubian shield and correlation of structures at:
A. Present Time, B. 22 Ma (after Abdelsalam, 2010, Johnson and Woldehaimanot, 2003
and Hargrove et al., 2006). 1 = Allaqi suture, 2 = Sol Hamed suture, 3 = Yanbu suture, 4
= Keraf suture, 5 = Hamisana shear zone, 6 = Nakaskib suture, 7 = Oko shear zone, 8 =
Bir Umq suture, 9 = Najd fault system, 10 = Al Amar suture, 11 = Baraka lineament,
12 = Afaf belt, 13 = Hulayfah-Ad Dalinah-Ruwah fault zone.

Figure 10. (A) Topographic asymmetry of the Red Sea. (B) Magmatic asymmetry of the Red Sea (Modified
after Bosworth et al., 2005). (C) Depth to Moho under the Arabian side of the Red Sea (After Al-Damegh et al.,
2005). The figure suggests that the Moho rises sharply between the topographic escarpment and the shore line of
the Red Sea.
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PAPER II.
NESTED-SCALE KINEMATIC RECONSTRUCTION OF THE AFAR
DEPRESSION, ETHIOPIA, DJIBOUTI AND ERITREA USING 4DPLATES

ABSTRACT

This work uses nested-scale reconstruction of the Afar Depression from plate-scale
(Arabia, Nubia, Somalia), to the regional-scale (the Danakil block, Ali Sabieh block
and the East Central Block), to local-scale (micro-blocks within the East Central Block)
using Four-Dimensional Plates (4DPlates) software to introduce the first
comprehensive effort to understand the kinematic evolution of the depression since 22
Ma. At the plate-scale two new Euler poles and angular rotations are introduced for the
Arabian plate relative to stationary Nubian plate to depict the two-phase opening of the
Red Sea from rift-orthogonal (NE motion of Arabia relative to Nubia) between 22-13
Ma to rift-oblique (N motion of Arabia relative to Nubia) between 13-0 Ma. Also, a
new Euler pole and angular rotation are introduced to represent the SE motion of the
Somali plate since 22 Ma during the opening of the Gulf of Aden and the Main
Ethiopian Rift. At the regional-scale, two Euler poles and angular rotations are
introduced for the Danakil block for its counter-clockwise rotation from the Nubian
plate between 13-6 Ma and 6-0 Ma. Additionally, two Euler poles and angular rotations
are proposed to show the clockwise rotation of the Ali Sabieh block relative to the
Nubian and Somali plates between 13-8 Ma and 8-0 Ma. Kinematic reconstruction
using the new Euler poles and angular rotations allows for coast-to-coast closure of the
Red Sea, closure of the Gulf of Aden with small gaps, closure of the Main Ethiopian
Rift with overlap comparable to the width of the rift (70 km), restoration of the Danakil
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block back to become part of the Nubian plate tightly sandwiched between this plate
and the Arabian plate, and restoration of the Ali Sabieh block to become the southern
extension of the Danakil block hinged to both the Nubian and Somali plate at the
present junction of the Afar Depression with the Main Ethiopian Rift. This restoration
predicts that the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden ruptured without significant lithospheric
attenuation and that both basins (except the southernmost part of the Red Sea where the
SE part of the Arabian plate overlaps with the Afar Depression) are underlain by
dominantly oceanic crust. The model also reconciles with the notion that the Afar
Depression is underlain by a highly stretched continental crust whereas the Main
Ethiopian Rift is underlain by a continental crust less stretched compared to the Afar
Depression. At the local-scale, new Euler poles and angular rotations are introduced to
kinematically restore micro-blocks within the East Central Block. Restoration of microblocks within this block (which represents the overlap zone between the SEpropagating Red Sea and the NW-propagating Gulf of Aden propagation, respectively
within the Afar Depression) suggests that the Arabia-Nubia plate boundary within the
depression is a diffused zone of extensional structures represented by NW-trending
grabens bounding the East Central Block micro-blocks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. STATEMENT OF THE SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES
The Afar Depression is considered a classical rift-rift-rift triple junction at the
global plate kinematics scale (Figure 1; Beyene and Abdelsalam, 2005). The Arabian,
Nubian and Somali plates meet at the Afar Depression separated by the Red Sea, the Gulf
of Aden and the Main Ethiopian Rift (Figure 1). However, at the regional and local
scales, the structural picture within the Afar Depression is more complicated to satisfy the
assumption that the three rifts meet close to what would be a single point. Despite what
would be a logical connection between the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden at Bab El
Mendeb (Figure 2), the two rifts did not connect there. Instead, the Red Sea stepped onto
the Afar Depression at the Gulf of Zula and it is now propagating in a SE-direction
forming an “embryonic spreading center” referred to by Accocella et al. (2008) as the
Red Sea propagator (Figure 2). Similarly, the Gulf of Aden stepped onto the Afar
Depression at the Gulf of Tadjoura and it is now propagating in a NW-direction forming
a similar “embryonic spreading center” referred to by Accocella et al. (2008) as the Gulf
of Aden propagator (Figure 2). The two propagators enclose the East Central Block
(ECB), which is a ~120 x 100 km overlap zone (Figure 2). This block is dissected by
NW-trending normal faults, grabens and accommodation zones into a number of horst
entities referred to here as “micro-blocks”.
The kinematics of the East Central Block is explained in terms of a bookshelf
model in which differential extension across the overlapping propagators exerted a
dextral strike-slip shear couple at the NW and SE margins of the block (Figure 3;
Tapponnier et al., 1990; Manighetti et al., 2001). According to the Tapponnier et al.
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(1990) model, the dextral strike-slip shearing, in turn, resulted in clockwise rotation of
the micro-blocks and that the clockwise rotation of the micro-blocks was resolved as
sinistral strike-slip faults reactivating the NW-trending normal faults (Figure 3).
This geometry presents challenges on where to locate the boundary between the
Arabian and the Nubian plates within the Afar Depression and how to characterize the
nature of this boundary. Additionally, this geometry requires careful examination of the
strain partitioning within the overlap zone in order to understand the kinematics of the
Afar Depression. It is suggested that the East Central Block is deforming by a diffuse
extensional

strain

localized

within

NW-trending,

right-stepping

grabens

and

accommodation zones that define the location of the African-Arabian plate boundary
(Beyene and Abdelsalam, 2005).
This study examines the plate-scale, regional-scale and local-scale kinematics of
the East Central Block within the Afar Depression using the proprietary plate
reconstruction software Four-Dimensional Plates (4DPlates). This software was
developed by Simula (a Norwegian three-dimensional (3D) visualization firm) and the
Norwegian Geological Survey for Statoil (the Norwegian Oil Company). The kinematic
modeling was conducted in three nested scales. First, the kinematics of the East Central
Block is modeled relative to the motions of the Nubian, the Arabian and the Somali plates
as well as the Danakil and the Ali Sabieh blocks. Subsequently, the kinematics of the six
micro-blocks constituting the East Central Block (Figure 4; Western Gulf of Aden
propagator, Isso Deda’i, Siyarrou, Lower Siyarrou, Unda Gamarri, and Gammari Dakka)
and the partitioning of strain is modeled in relation to the Arabian, the Nubian and the
Somali plates and the Danakil and Ali Sabieh blocks. With the exception of the Western
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Gulf of Aden propagator micro-block, all other micro-blocks with the Eastern Central
Blocks were initially established by Kidane et al. (2003) through paleo-magnetic studies.
The Western Gulf of Aden propagator micro-block is introduced in this work because
this region represents part of the East Central Block bounded between the Gulf of Aden
propagator in the NE and the Immino – North Balho grabens to the SW (Figure 4).
The proposed multi-scale kinematic reconstruction models represent the first
effort for comprehensive understanding of the kinematics of this part of the Afro-Arabian
Rift System and it will lead to better understanding of the location and nature of the
boundary between the Arabian and the Nubian plates within the Afar Depression.
In this study 4DPlates is used to introduce a multi-scale kinematic model for the
Afar Depression and the East Central Block through the following approach: (1) The
global rotation files used by the University of Texas at Austin PLATES Project (2011)
are used as the base model for the Arabian, the Nubian, and the Somali plates. The Euler
pole and angular rotation are subsequently adjusted according to published geologic and
geophysical data. A problem with evaluating different published plate reconstruction data
is that each model can suggest different Euler pole(s) and angular rotation, have different
ages of rift initiation, and adopt different shorelines and plate boundaries. In this work,
new Euler poles and angular rotations are established using 4DPlates for the Arabian and
the Somali plates relative to stationary Nubian plate. For the Arabian plate, two Euler
poles and angles of rotation are established. (2) Using Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM)
data and Digital Elevation Models (DEM) extracted from the Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) data in connection with 4DPlates two Euler poles and angles of rotation
are established for each of the Danakil and the Ali Sabieh blocks. (3) Using the same
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remote sensing and DEM data set, new Euler poles and angular rotations are established
for the micro-blocks constituting the East Central Block as well as micro-blocks
surrounding them.

1.2. TECTONICS OF THE AFAR DEPRESSION
The ~300 km wide, triangle-shaped Afar Depression in Ethiopia, Eritrea and
Djibouti was created as a result of the collapse of an uplifted dome associated with the
rising of the Afar mantle plume that reached the base of the African lithosphere ~31 Ma
and erupted the voluminous Ethiopian plateau and the Arabian basaltic provinces
(Hofmann et al., 1997). Basaltic magmatism lasted for ~1 Ma and then rhyolitic
volcanism dominated from ~30 Ma (Bosworth, 2005). During the earlier phases of the
Afar mantle plume activity, there was volcanism in western Saudi Arabia. Slab pull
between the African-Arabian and Eurasian plates occurred as the Neotethys Sea began to
close (McQuarrie et al., 2003; Bosworth, 2005). Around 25-22 Ma the Gulf of Aden and
the Eritrean Red Sea began rifting (Reilinger et al., 2006). By 24 Ma there was extensive
rifting of the entire Red Sea that was normal to the stresses exerted by the subducting
Arabian plate (Bosworth, 2005). Basaltic diking also occurred during this period on the
Arabian side of the Red Sea. In contrast, almost no magmatic activity occurred on the
Nubian plate directly to the west of Arabian diking events. At ~13-14 Ma, the N-trending
Aqaba transform fault formed, which connected the Red Sea with the Zagros orogenic
front due to convergence of the Arabian plate with Eurasia. The orientation of the Red
Sea opening shifted from NE to become parallel with the Aqaba transform fault.
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The Afar triple junction began forming 10 Ma as the Arabian plate separated from
the African plate due to a combined force of the uprising Afar mantle plume and slab pull
of the Arabian plate under Eurasia (Bosworth, 2005; Beyene and Abdelsalam, 2005).
Around 5 Ma, the Main Ethiopian Rift and the Afar Depression were connected. The Red
Sea spreading center, which forms the northwestern arm of the triple junction, stepped
onto land in the Afar Depression ~1 Ma at the Gulf of Zula (Beyene and Abdelsalam,
2005) forming the Red Sea propagator (Figure 2; Accocella et al., 2008). The Red Sea
propagator extends within the Afar Depression along a series of NW-trending rift
structures and shield volcanoes, the geochemistry of which resembles mid-ocean ridges
(Barberi et al, 1972). The thin crust in this region is approximately ~24 km thick (Tiberi
et al., 2005). In the central part of the Afar Depression, the Red Sea propagator is
represented by the Tendaho graben, which itself encloses the Manda Hararo Rift forming
rift-in-rift structure (Figure 4). Magnetic studies across the Tendaho graben have shown
that it possesses magnetic stripes similar in pattern and amplitude to those found at midocean ridges (Bridges et al., 2012). Northwest of the Tendaho graben, the manifestation
of the Red Sea propagator within the Afar Depression is in the form of seismic and
volcanic activities, the most spectacular event of which is the emplacement of ~60 km
long dike in 2005 following a swan of earthquakes (Wright et al. 2006). This event is
referred to as the Dabbahu rifting episode (e.g. Wright et al., 2006). The SW jump of the
Red Sea spreading center to enter the Afar Depression through the Gulf of Zula instead of
continue propagating SE to join the Gulf of Aden at the easier connection of Bab el
Mendeb (Figure 2) is likely due to the presence of the thick Precambrian continental
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lithosphere of the Danakil block that contrasts the weakened lithosphere of the Afar
Depression.
The Gulf of Aden spreading center, which forms the eastern rift of the triple
junction, extended into the Afar Depression at ~1 Ma near the Gulf of Tadjura forming
the Gulf of Aden propagator (Beyene and Abdelsalam, 2005; Accocella et al., 2008). The
Gulf of Aden propagator is represented by the Asal-Manda Inakir rift forming the
boundary between the Danakil block and the East Central Block (Figure 2). The NWpropagating Gulf and Aden propagator and the SE-propagating Red Sea propagator
enclose the overlap zone between them forming the East Central Block of the Afar
Depression (Manighetti et al., 1998).
The youngest rift of the Afar triple junction is the Main Ethiopian Rift (Figure 2)
and it is believed to originated ~11 Ma (Wolfenden et al., 2004). The northern Main
Ethiopian Rift represents the southern arm of the Afar triple junction and extends
southward in the form of the Sabure-Hertale-Adado rift. One of the characteristics of the
Main Ethiopian Rift is the presence of 40-70 km long and 10-15 km wide magmatic
segments arranged in an echelon pattern (Kurz et al., 2007). These magmatic segments
represent the surface manifestation of subsurface dike intrusions thought to assist the rift
in maintaining extension in what is referred to as “magma-assisted rifting” (e.g. Ebinger
and Casey, 2001). Pre-existing lithospheric structure is found to be a dominant influence
on the direction of the rift propagation during initial extension of the Main Ethiopian Rift
(Keranen and Klemperer, 2008). Keranen and Klemperer (2008) suggested that magmatic
processes strongly influenced volcanic-rifting regions, but are not responsible for the
relatively straight geometry of the Main Ethiopian Rift.
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1.3. THE GEOLOGY OF THE AFAR DEPRESSION AND THE EAST CENTRAL
BLOCK

The geology of the Afar Depression can be divided into pre-rift and syn-rift
assemblages. The pre-rift assemblages comprises Neoproterozoic crystalline basement
rocks (Kursten, 1975), Mesozoic sedimentary rocks and Oligocene volcanic rocks (Varet,
1978; Beyene and Abdelsalam, 2005). The syn-rift group is comprised of PliocenePresent volcanic rocks and Pleistocene-Present sediments that fill the deep graben basins
within the Afar Depression. The pre-rift rocks are either unexposed due to overlying
assemblages or not present in the Afar Depression (Varet, 1978). The youngest of the
pre-rift assemblages are the Oligocene Ethiopian trap series dominantly basaltic rocks
which lie unconformably over the Mesozoic sedimentary rocks or the Precambrian
crystalline basement and are exposed in the Ethiopian and the Somali plateaus and at the
edges of the Afar Depression (Varet, 1978; Beyene and Abdelsalam, 2005).
The oldest of the syn-rift assemblages are the Miocene – Pliocene Marla rhyolites
and the Adolei basalts (Figure 4). These formations are followed by the Pliocene –
Pleistocene dominantly basaltic rocks of the Afar Stratoid Series (Figure 4) which covers
two-thirds of the Afar Depression and has an average thickness of 1000 m (Varet, 1978;
Vellutini, 1990; Abbate et al., 1995). This unit is infrequently interrupted by outcrops of
silicic volcanoes (Varet, 1978; Vellutini, 1990). Pleistocene-Present fissure flow basalts
are exposed within the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden propagators (Figure 4). These flows
were extruded atop or inter-layered with Pleistocene-Present lacustrine, evaporate and
eolian sediments which fills the graben basins within the Afar Depression (Figure 4).
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The East Central Block is entirely dominated by the exposures of the Pliocene –
Pleistocene Afar Stratoid Series basalts with the exception of deep grabens which are
filled with Pleistocene-Present lacustrine, evaporate and eolian sediments (Figure 4). This
block is bounded in the NE by the Gulf of Aden propagator represented by Asal – Manda
Inakir rift and in the W by the Red Sea propagator represented by the Tendaho graben.
The southeastern boundary of the block is defined by the continuation of the Tendaho
graben which swings from being NW-trending in the NW to being ENE-trending in the S
(Figure 4). This segment of the Tendaho graben seems to separate the East Central Block
from the Ali Sabieh Block (Figure 2). Immediately S of this segment of the Tendaho
graben the pre-rift Mesozoic sedimentary rocks and Paleogene flood basalts as well as the
Miocene-Pliocene Marla rhyolites and Adolei basalts are exposed (Figure 4). Kidane et
al. (2003) referred to this boundary as the Hol Hol fault and interpret it as a site of ENEtrending dextral strike-slip shearing similar to what has been proposed by Tapponneir et
al. (1990) and Manighetti et al. (2001) as being the SE part of the dextral strike-slip shear
couple that results in the clockwise rotation of the East Central Block (Figure 3).
The NW boundary of the East Central Block is not well-defined. However,
normal faults extending from the NW-trending Tendaho, Dobe, and Immino grabens
encounter an elevated region (referred to here as the Eastern Tendaho in Figure 5) and the
NW-trending faults rotate to assume a northerly trend (Figures 4 and 5). Pre-rift
Mesozoic sedimentary rocks and Paleogene flood basalts are exposed to the NW of the
N-trending faults (Figure 4). Similar to the SE boarder of the East Central Block,
Tapponnier et al. (1990), Manighetti et al. (2001) and Kidane et al. (2003) interpreted this
boundary as a location of ENE-trending dextral strike-slip shearing representing the NW
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part of the shear couple that results in the clockwise rotation of the East Central Block
(Figure 3).
The East Central Block is extensively deformed by NW-trending normal and
sinistral strike-slip faults where normal faults sometimes localize to form spectacular
grabens with border faults defined by topographic escarpments that exceed ~800 meters
in height (Figure 4). The extensive faulting in the East Central Block led Kidane et al.
(2003) to call it the “Gamarri-Alol tear zone”. The Immino, North Balho, Der’ Ela –
Gaggade, Data Yager – Hanle and Dobe are the most notable grabens within the East
Central Block (Figure 5; Kidane et al., 2003). The grabens are sometime filled with thick
Pleistocene – Present lacustrine, evaporate and eolian sediments (Figure 4) and separates
a number of horst entities or micro-blocks (Western Gulf of Aden propagator, Isso
Deda’i, Siyarrou, Lower Siyarrou, Unda Gamarri, and Gammari Dakka; Figure 5). The
Data Yager – Hanle and the Dobe grabens are linked by the Dobe-Hale accommodation
zone (Tesfaye et al., 2008). The Immino and the North Balho seem to represent a
continuous graben that changes its orientation along strike (Figure 5).
The East Central Block crust is thicker (29-32 km; Almadani, 2011) compared to
the thickness of the crust in the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden propagators which can be
as thin as 23 km in the central part of the Tendaho graben (Ruegg, 1975; Dudga et al.,
2005; Dugda and Nyblade, 2006; Almadani, 2011). Additionally, it seems that the crust
under the micro-blocks of the East Central Block is slightly thicker than that under major
grabens. For example, Almadani (2011) have shown from dense broadband seismic
stations network that the crust under the southern part of the Dobe graben is ~29 km thick
and it is 32 km thick under the Siyarrou micro-block.
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2. METHODS: KINEMATICS AND MODELING APPROACH
2.1. KINEMATICS OF NUBIA-ARABIA
In this study 4DPlates is used to introduce a multi-scale kinematic model for the
Afar Depression and the East Central Block through the following approach: (1) The
global rotation files used by the University of Texas at Austin PLATES Project (2011)
are used as the base model for the Arabian, the Nubian, and the Somali plates. The Euler
pole and angular rotation are subsequently adjusted according to published geologic and
geophysical data. A problem with evaluating different published plate reconstruction data
is that each model can suggest different Euler pole(s) and angular rotation, have different
ages of rift initiation, and adopt different shorelines and plate boundaries. In this work,
new Euler poles and angular rotations are established using 4DPlates for the Arabian and
the Somali plates relative to stationary Nubian plate. For the Arabian plate, two Euler
poles and angles of rotation are established. (2) Using Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM)
data and Digital Elevation Models (DEM) extracted from the Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) data in connection with 4DPlates two Euler poles and angles of rotation
are established for each of the Danakil and the Ali Sabieh blocks. (3) Using the same
remote sensing and DEM data set, new Euler poles and angular rotations are established
for the micro-blocks constituting the East Central Block as well as micro-blocks
surrounding them.
In this kinematic reconstruction model the Nubian plate is held fixed for the past
22 Ma as this is conventional in global plate models such as the University of Texas at
Austin PLATES Project (2011). The current Nubian plate motion has been well defined
by current Global Positioning System (GPS) studies and has a Euler rotation pole of
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51.56oN, 277.26oE, and a counter-clock angle of rotation of 0.256o/Ma (Fernandes et al.,
2004). To constrain the kinematics of the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the Afar Depression
and the Main Ethiopian Rift it is first necessary to evaluate the motion of the Arabian
plate relative to the Nubian plate as this motion provides the framework for the
kinematics of this part of the Afro-Arabian Rift System (Gass and Gibson, 1969).
This study adopts a two-phase opening of the Red Sea (Bosworth et al., 2005).
During the first phase the Arabian plate moved in a ~NE direction from ~22 to 12 Ma
(Bosworth et al., 2005). The beginning of subduction of the Arabian plate under the
Zagros orogenic front starting ~12-13 Ma resulted in a shift in the stress regime causing
the Arabian plate to move in a N to NNE direction (Reilinger et al., 2006). The northerly
movement of the Arabian plate since ~12-13 Ma is/was resolved as a ~115 km of sinistral
strike-slip movement along the Aqaba transform fault. This fault is the plate boundary
between the Arabian plate and the Nubian plate represented by the Sinai micro-plate. The
change in the stress regime of the Arabian plate during this phase has caused the Red Sea
to open obliquely in contrast to the initial orthogonal rifting. This necessitates the
adoption of two Euler poles to describe the plate motion of the Arabian plate.
Currently, there are no kinematic models for the Red Sea that adopt two Euler
poles and angular rotation. Hence, the current study used 4DPlates to calculate two Euler
poles and angular rotation for the two phases of opening of the Red Sea. The first phase
characterized by rift orthogonal motion of the Arabian plate relative to the Nubian plate
(motion of the Arabian plate in a NE direction) that occurred between 22 and 13 Ma. This
motion is defined by an Euler pole of 36.02oN, 18.72oE accompanied by 6.52o counterclockwise rotation of the Arabian plate. The second phase of oblique rifting that occurred
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between 13 and 0 Ma with the N-ward motion of the Arabian plate is defined by an Euler
pole of 31.74oN, 16.21oE and a counter-clockwise rotation of the Arabian plate of 4.24o
(Table 3.1).

2.2. KINEMATICS OF NUBIA-SOMALIA
The Main Ethiopian Rift marks the “plate” boundary between the Nubian and the
Somalia plate (Figure 1; Corti, 2009). The Indian Ridge initially held the Somali plate
under a compressive stress. However, the motion of the Somali plate relative to the
Nubian plate first started in a SE direction between ~20 and 6 Ma and then in an E
direction since the past ~6 Ma. These motions are thought to dominate over the
compressive stress exerted by the Indian Ridge because of the continued opening of the
Main Ethiopian Rift (Beyene and Abdelsalam, 2005; Corti, 2009). Rifting did not begin
occurring in the Main Ethiopian Rift until ~11 Ma with the formation of non-continuous
en-echelon border faults that formed asymmetric basins (Keranen and Klemperer, 2008;
Corti, 2009) The rift main border faults are NE-trending and likely formed following the
traces of pre-existing weakness in the lithosphere due to the presence of Precambrian
geological structure, which trends in the same direction (Keranen and Klemperer, 2008).
Strain was accommodated as normal slip within these border faults from ~11 Ma to 2 Ma
accompanied by non-localized magmatism along the border faults and pre-existing
structures (Corti, 2009). Around ~2 Ma the strain became too great to be accommodated
by the border faults and was transferred to ~NNE-trending normal faults within the rift
floor located within a central zone which was thinned by previous extension. The change
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for NW-SE orthogonal rifting during the Pliocene to E-W movement in the Quaternary is
related to the shift in motion between the Nubian and the Somali plates during this time.
Seismic activity and magmatic segments were focused along the inner rift faults because
their extension allowed for magmatic intrusion. Intrusion of magmatic bodies is thought
to be the driving force in maintaining rifting and ultimately leading to the rupturing of the
continental lithosphere (Ebinger and Casey, 2001). However, Corti (2009) argues that
magmatic activity is focused along faults, fractures and thinned lithosphere and acted as a
positive feedback mechanism for extension, rather than being required for continental
lithospheric rupturing.
The current plate motion as established by a GPS study yielded an Euler pole of
54.8o S, 37.0o E and a counter-clockwise rotation of 0.069o/Ma for the Somali plate
relative to the Nubian plate. However, this Euler pole and the angular rotation extracted
from the GPS results represent only the present-day motion of the Somali plate relative to
the Nubian plate. For Somali plate motion, relative to Nubia, from ~22 Ma to 4 Ma, this
study uses the Euler pole and rotation (56.1oS, 5.68oE with a counter-clockwise rotation
of 0.427o/Ma) established by Jestin et al. (1994), which took into account the relative
motion of the Somali plate compared to Arabia, Nubia and Antarctica. This study
adjusted the timing of events from the Jestin et al. (1994) study in that it nitiates rifting at
22 Ma compared with 30 Ma. For plate motion from ~4-0 Ma this study uses the current
Euler pole established by the GPS study by Fernandez et al. (2004) of the Somali plate
(54.8o S, 37.0o E with a counter-clockwise rotation of 0.069o/Ma) (Table 3.1).
SRTM DEM with 90 m spatial resolution and Landsat TM data with 30 m spatial
resolution are used to establish a 4DPlates polygon representing the northern part of the
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Somali plate (Figure 6). The above kinematic constraints allow for the closure of the Gulf
of Aden with small gaps and the closure of the Main Ethiopian Rift with an overlap
comparable to the width (~70 km) of the basin itself. This overlap results from the initial
4DPlates establishment of the boundary between the Somali and the Nubian plates as
being following the axis of the Main Ethiopian Rift.

2.3. KINEMATICS OF NUBIA-DANAKIL
Early efforts by Gass and Gibson (1969) attempted to incorporate the kinematics
of the Danakil and the Ali Sabieh blocks as micro-plates for the reconstruction of this
part of the Afro-Arabian Rift System. Subsequent results of such efforts are summarized
in Garfunkel and Beyth (2006). The Danakil block is flanked in the E by the Red Sea and
in the W by the Danakil Depression and it is thought to be part of the Nubian plate before
the initiation of rifting in the Red Sea. However, the timing of separation of the block
from the Nubian plate is not certain. Most kinematics studies show a “crank-arm”
counter-clockwise rotation of the Danakil block relative to the Nubian plate
accompanying the NE movement of the Arabian plate relative to the Nubian plate. These
studies utilized only one Euler pole and a fixed angular rotation (Sichler, 1980; Souriot
and Brun, 1992). However, a recent GPS study by McClusky et al. (2010) highlighted the
importance of adopting two Euler poles of rotation based on current plate motion.
McClusky et al (2010) study indicated that over the past several million years the motion
of the Danakil block can be described by an Euler pole of 17o N, 39.7o E with a counterclock angular rotation of 1.9o/Ma. McClusky et al. (2010) assigned the initiation of the
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counter-clockwise rotation of the Danakil block to 9 +/- 4 Ma. McClusky et al. (2010)
also proposed that the shift of the Arabian plate motion ~13 Ma from NE to N-NNE
caused the Red Sea spreading center to jump onto land through the Gulf of Zula to
propagate into the Afar Depression in a E-ward direction through the Danakil Depression
to the W of the Danakil block, hence separating the block from the Nubian plate.
McClusky et al. (2010) further noted that for the Danakil block to be rotated back to its
starting position sandwiched between the Nubian and the Arabian plates, the block’s
initial Euler pole of rotation must have been further S-ward (~15oN) compared to its
current Euler pole of 17oN.
This study utilizes two Euler poles of rotation as suggested by McClusky et al.
(2010) as to be necessary for accurate representation of the kinematics of the Danakil
block. These poles were independently calculated through the establishment of a separate
4DPlates polygon for the Danakil block using SRTM DEM and Landsat TM data and
subsequent rotation of the block to be tightly restored between the Nubian and the
Arabian plates (Figure 6). The 4DPlates kinematic analysis of the Danakil block yielded
an older Euler pole (13-6 Ma) of 15.0o N, 39.7o E with a counter-clockwise angular
rotation of 26o and a later Euler pole (6-0 Ma) of 17.0o N, 39.7o E combined a with
counter-clockwise rotation of 10o (Table 3.1). Hence, this work adopted a combined
counter-clockwise rotation of 36o for the Danakil block.
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2.4. KINEMATICS OF THE ALI SABIEH BLOCK
No definitive information about the kinematics of the Ali Sabieh block to the SE
of the East Central Block (Figure 5) is found in the literature. It is suggested that this
block has rotated 90o clockwise between the Nubian and the Somali plates since its prerift position (Manighetti et al., 2001). Manighetti et al. (2001) suggested that the
clockwise rotation of the Ali Sabieh block was/is due to the opposite counter-clockwise
motion of the Danakil block.
To kinematically restore the Ali Sabieh block within the tectonic framework of
the three major plates (Arabia, Nubian and Somalia) as well as consideration for the
relative movements of the Danakil block and the East Central Block, two independent
Euler poles and angular rotations were established for the block using 4DPlates (Table
3.1). The timing of change of the location of the Euler poles and angular rotation is
generally similar to that of the Danakil block and the geological events that caused this
change might also be similar to that which caused the change of the location of Euler pole
and angular rotation of the Danakil block. The 4DPlates kinematic analysis predicts that
the first Euler pole defining the motion of the Ali Sabieh block between 13 and 8 Ma was
located at 8.87o N, 42.59o E accompanied by 32o clockwise rotation. The Euler pole for
the block changed since 8 Ma to 10.32o N, 42.84oE with a clockwise rotation of an
additional 32o.

2.5. KINEMATICS OF THE EAST CENTRAL BLOCK
The East Central Block is likely under a combination of plate-scale and regionalscale stress regimes that have caused it to rotate by ~14o in a clockwise direction over the
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past ~2 Ma as evidenced from paleomagnetic data (Kidane et al., 2003). The plate-scale
stress regime, which is in the form of far-field stress exerted by the motion of the Arabian
plate, caused the Danakil block to rotate counter-clockwise from its pre-rift position
between the Arabian plate and the Nubian plate. The East Central Block is thought to be
attached to the Danakil block while still remaining attached to the Somali-Nubian plates,
which could have also caused it to rotate in a clockwise direction. The regional-scale
stress regime acting upon the East Central Block is due to it being the overlap zone
between the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden propagators, which has been actively
propagating in a SE and a NW-direction, respectively for the past ~1 Ma (Tapponnier et
al., 1990; Manighetti et al., 2001; Kidane et al., 2003). A fundamental question is how
strain is accommodated within the East Central Block with respect to the Nubian and the
Somali plate motions.
The Tapponnier et al., (1990) and Manighetti et al. (2001) bookshelf model
(Figure 3) proposes how strain is accommodated in the East Central Block. In the NW
end of the East Central Block, the SE-propagating Red Sea propagator has its maximum
extension rate, while the NW-propagating Gulf of Aden propagator is terminating in the
NE margin of the block. Conversely, in the SW portion of the East Central Block, the
Red Sea propagator is terminating, while in the SE margin of block the Gulf of Aden
propagator has its maximum extension rate. The differential extension of the two
propagators causes a dextral strike-slip shear of the East Central Block, which itself is
held fixed by the Ali Sabieh Block. This dextral strike-slip shear is estimated to have
caused a 14.5o +/- 7.5o clockwise rotation of the micro-blocks made-up of the 1.35 to
2.25 Ma basalts of the Pliocene-Pleistocene Afar Stratoid Series (Kidane et al., 2003).
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The bookshelf model suggests that initially, normal faulting accommodated the extension
in the East Central Block and then these faults were reactivated as right-stepping NWtrending sinistral strike-slip faults due to clockwise rotation of micro-blocks within the
East Central Block.
Researchers have noted the presence of sinistral strike-slip faulting in the Afar
Depression from field observations (Abbate et al., 1995) and from fault plane solution of
earthquake events near the town of Serdo in 1969 at the SW margin of the East Central
Block (Figure 4; Hofstetter and Beyth, 2003) and in the 2005 Dabbahu rifting episode
which is to the NW of the Tendaho graben representing the SW margin of the East
Central Block (Ebinger et al., 2008). However, the faulting style within the Dobe graben
is dominantly normal faulting as indicated by field observations and fault plane solutions
generated from the 1989 Dobe graben earthquake (Sigmundsson, 1992, Hofstetter and
Beyth, 2003; Tesfaye et al. 2008). Further, although sinistral strike-slip faults are reported
in the East Central Block (Abbate et al., 1995), the overwhelming number of earthquake
fault plane solutions within the block indicate NW-trending normal faulting suggesting
that the current stress region operating on the block is accommodated as dominantly NESW extension.
In this work, independent Euler poles and angular rotations are established for the
micro-blocks constituting the East Central Block (Figure 5; Western Gulf of Aden
propagator, Isso Deda’i, Siyarrou, Lower Siyarrou, Unda Gamarri, and Gammari Dakka)
using 4DPlates polygons and subsequent 4DPlates restoration to pre-rift geometry. The
boundary of the 4DPlates polygons representing the micro-blocks are taken to be
represented by the border faults of major grabens separating the micro-blocks and the
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associated accommodation zones (Figure 5). During the 4DPlates pre-rift restoration, the
dip of the boarder faults defining the boundaries of the micro-plates is assumed to be
vertical; an assumption which is not far away from being geologically realistic as these
boarder faults have steep dip angles (Figure 4). The initiation of rifting is assigned to 2
Ma and the following Euler poles and angular rotations are calculated for each microblock (Table 3.1): (1) The Euler pole of the Western Gulf of Aden propagator microblock is 12.30o N, 41.86o E with a clockwise rotation of 10.00o. (2) The Euler pole of the
Siyarrou micro-block is 12.23o N, 41.66o E with a clockwise rotation of 6.00o. (3) The
Euler pole of the Lower Siyarrou micro-block is 115o N, 41.76o E with a clockwise
rotation of 12.00o. (4) The Euler pole of the Isso Deda’i micro-block is 12.36o N, 41. 60o
E with a clockwise rotation of 6.00o. (5) The Euler pole of the Unda Gammari microblock is 12.26o N, 41.46o E with a clockwise rotation of 12.00o. (6) The Euler pole of the
Gammari Dakka micro-block is 119o N, 41.37o E with a clockwise rotation of 12.00o.
These angular rotations of micro-block are similar to those obtained by Kidane et al.
(2003) paleomagnetic study with the exception of the Unda Gammari micro-block where
a 3o higher angular rotation is needed for a tight closure of the Dobe graben.
Additionally, two more 4DPlates polygons are established to represent the microblocks to the SW of the Eastern Central Block with the Danakil block been taken as the
tectonic entity bounding the East Central Block in the NE. These are the Western
Tendaho micro-block to the W of the Tendaho graben, and the Southwestern Tendaho
micro-block occupies the region to the SW of the Tendaho graben (Figure 5). The
4DPlates polygons of these micro-blocks and the calculation of their Euler poles and
angular rotation were achieved through an approach similar to that used for the micro-
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blocks of the East Central Block. The NE boundary of both the Western Tendaho and
Southwestern Tendaho micro-blocks is assigned to the SW border fault of the Tendaho
graben where NE-trending structures of the Main Ethiopian Rift are clearly truncated by
this boundary (Figure 5; Thurmond et al., 2006). The 4DPlates reconstruction since ~2
Ma yielded the following Euler poles and angular rotations: (1) The Euler pole of the
Western Tendaho micro-block is 14.22oN, 40.55oE with a counter-clockwise rotation of
4.00o. (2) The Euler pole of the Southwestern Tendaho micro-block is 10.85oN, 46.85oE
with a counter-clockwise rotation of 6.02o.
Finally, a separate 4DPlates polygon was established to define the micro-block to
the NW of the East Central Block. This is termed the Eastern Tendaho micro-block and
its 4DPlates Euler pole since 2 Ma is found to be located at 11.91oN, 39.51oE with a
clockwise rotation of 12o.
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3. RESULTS
3.1. PLATE-SCALE AND REGIONAL-SCALE KINEMATIC MODEL FOR THE
ARABIAN, NUBIAN AND SOMALI PLATES AND THE DANAKIL, THE
EAST CENTRAL AND THE ALI SABIEH BLOCKS
Time series of the 4DPlates plate-scale and regional-scale kinematic model for
the Arabian, Nubian and Somali plates and the Danakil, East Central and Ali Sabieh
blocks is presented in Figure 6. These six tectonic entities can be reconstructed back to
22 Ma (Figure 6). This model shows the following:
1. At 22 Ma, the three rifts separating the Arabian, the Nubian and the Somali
plates (the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden and the Main Ethiopian Rift) were closed with the
Danakil block tightly sandwiched between the Arabian plate and the Nubian plate. The
block was part of the Nubian plate at that time. The Ali Sabieh block was the S
continuation of the Danakil block and it was hinged to both the Nubian and the Somali
plates at that time. The entire Red Sea can be restored coast-to-coast suggesting
lithospheric rupture without significant lithospheric attenuation. Almost similar to the
Arabian and the Nubian plates, the Arabian and the Somali plates can also be brought
together at 22 Ma in a scenario that resulted in the closure of the Gulf of Aden with
minimum gaps, also suggesting lithospheric rupture without significant lithospheric
attenuation. The implication of such a suggestion is that the Red Sea and the Gulf of
Aden basins are underlain by oceanic crust with the exception of the SE-most part of the
Red Sea where no oceanic crust is reported (Bosworth et al., 2005). This restoration also
predicts that the Danakil block cumulative rotation to its current position is 36o in a
counter-clockwise direction and all of this rotation occurred since ~13 Ma. This
restoration also predicts that the Ali Sabieh block rotated by 64o in a clockwise direction
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to its current position and this rotation started at ~13 Ma. In this model, the East Central
Block did not exit at 22 Ma. One explanation for this is that this block was formed after
22 Ma during rifting event as a result of significant stretching of the continental crust on
the E margin of the Nubian plate. Precambrian crystalline basement rocks crop out within
the Danakil and the Ali Sabieh blocks but these rocks are absent from the East Central
Block which is entirely covered by the Pliocene-Pleistocene Afar Stratoid Series basalts
(Figure 4). Nevertheless, geophysical evidence suggests that a thinned continental crust
(29-32 km) exists under the East Central Block (Almadani, 2011).
2. Since 22 Ma the Arabian plate started moving in a NE direction and the Somali
plate movement was in a SE direction but the Danakil and the Ali Sabieh blocks
continued being part of the Nubian plate until 13 Ma. At 13 Ma, the Arabian plate shifted
its motion from generally NE to N due to the activation of the Aqaba transform fault,
which currently separates the Sinai micro-plate from the Arabian Plate. This motion
resulted in the continued opening of the Red Sea between the Arabian plate and the
Danakil block as well as the opening of the Gulf of Aden between the Arabian plate and
the Somali plate. The Nubian and the Somali plates continue to separate across the Main
Ethiopian Rift. At 13 Ma, the Danakil block began its counter-clockwise rotation away
from the Nubian plate following the motion of the Arabian plate. The N part of the
Danakil block remained hinged to the Nubian plate. At 13 Ma the Ali Sabieh block stated
translating in an E direction since it was hinged to the S margin of the Danakil block, but
at the same time it started rotating in a clockwise away from the Somali plate.
3. At 10 Ma, the Danakil and the Ali Sabieh blocks continued their counterclockwise and clockwise rotation, respectively and the S tip of the Danakil block and the
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N end of the Ali Sabieh Block were aligned. At the same time, the Main Ethiopian Rift
began to open in a NW-SE direction as a result of SE-ward movement of the Somali plate
away from the stationary Nubian plate. The accelerated counter-clockwise rotation of the
S part of the Danakil block away from the Nubian plate might have resulted in the
formation of a highly stretched continental crust between the two kinematic entities
setting the stage for the formation of the East Central Block as a low-lying topographic
domain subsequently extruded by the Pliocene-Pleistocene basalts of the Afar Stratoid
Series. Stretching of the continental crust might have been facilitated by weakening of the
crust through the elevated thermal gradient due to the present of the Afar mantle plume
combined with multiply superimposed normal faulting.
4. At 5 Ma, the continued clockwise rotation of the Ali Sabieh block was
sufficient enough to cause the initiation of its separation from the Danakil block. Also at
about that time (6 Ma) the change in the Euler pole and angular rotation of the Danakil
block resulted in the beginning of the separation of the N part of the block from the
Nubian plate.
5. At 2 Ma, the East Central Block was formed as a stretched continental crust
covered with undeformed Pliocene-Pleistocene Afar Stratoid basalts. The continued
clockwise rotation of the Ali Sabieh block resulted in its complete separation from the
Danakil block.
6. Between 2 and 0 Ma, extension on the East Central Block resulted in the
opening of the Immino, the North Balho, the Der’ Ela – Gaggade, the Data Yager –
Hanle, the Dobe and the Tendaho grabens and the dissection of the block into microblocks.
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Flow-lines constructed in 4DPlates show the motion of the Arabian, the Nubian
and the Somali plates and the Danakil block since 22 Ma (Figure 7). In this figure the
worldwide free air gravity anomaly data set from Sandwell and Smith (1997) is used as a
background for the flow-lines. The gravity low anomalies highlight the Red Sea, the Gulf
of Aden, and the Main Ethiopian Rift as well as the grabens of the East Central Block.
The change in orientation of the flow-lines reflects the change in motion of the Arabian
plate and the Danakil block as a result of change in the Euler poles and angular rotations.
The outer section of the flow-lines represents earlier movement, while the central part of
the flow-lines represents the more recent plate and block motion. For the Nubian-Arabian
motion, the outer section of the flow-lines shows the earlier N66oE movement of the
Arabian plate from 22 to 13 Ma and the central section of the flow-lines shows the ~Nward movement of Nubian-Arabian motion from 13 Ma to present. Similar flow-line
pattern emerges for the motion between the Arabian and the Somali plates. The accuracy
of the 4DPlates reconstruction is clearly highlighted by the close parallelism between the
flow-lines and the gravity low anomalies representing the transform faults, especially in
the E part of the Gulf of Aden and to less extent, the S part of the Red Sea. Both the flowlines and the gravity low anomalies associated with the transform faults display sigmoidal
pattern reflecting the different motion directions of the Arabian plate between 22-13 Ma
and 13-0 Ma years.
For the motion between the Nubian and the Somali plates, one Euler pole and
angular rotation is used to close the ~70 km wide Main Ethiopian Rift and the straight
nature of the flow-lines show the movement between the two plates. The N-pointing
wedge pattern of the flow-lines representing the counter-clockwise rotation of the
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Danakil block away from the Nubian plate is indicative of that the N part of the block
remained hinged to the Nubian plate for most of its history and that the clockwise
rotation of the block diminishes N-ward. Also, the width of the flow-lines reflects the
difference in the rates of counter-clockwise rotation of the Danakil block between 13-6
Ma (3.71o/Ma) and 6-0 Ma (1.67o/Ma).

3.2. LOCAL-SCALE KINEMATIC MODEL FOR THE EAST CENTRAL BLOCK
Figure 8 presents time series of the 4DPlates reconstruction of the East Central
Block at 0.5 Ma intervals starting 2 Ma. The 4DPlates polygons representing different
micro-blocks are displayed with 7-4-2 Landsat TM images in the Red-Green-Blue (RGB)
color combination space. The model predicts that all major grabens within the East
Central Block and those surrounding it can be closed border fault- to – boarder fault. The
flow-lines extracted from the 4DPlates show different rate of micro-blocks separation and
angular rotations. Within the East Central Block the clockwise rotation is highest for the
Lower Siyarrou, Unda Gammari, and Gammari Dakka micro-blocks (Figure 8). The rate
of clockwise rotation for these micro-blocks is calculated to be 6o/Ma. Differently, the
Siyarrou and Isso-Deda’i micro-blocks were/are affected by a slower counter-clockwise
rotation rate of 3o/Ma. The Western Gulf of Aden propagator micro-plate seems to have
experienced little separation from the Danakil block but it seems that much of the
extensional stress exerted on the micro-block was/is accommodated through a clockwise
rotation reaching 5o/Ma.
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Outside the East Central Block, the Western Tendaho micro-block shows the
lowest rate of counter-clockwise rotation (2o/Ma opposite to the micro-plates within the
East Central Block) although this micro-block has the highest separation (~50 km in a
SW direction away from the East Central Block). This suggests that the Tendaho graben
opening was/is in an orthogonal fashion. The Southwestern Tendaho micro-block shows
a slightly higher rate of counter-clockwise rotation (3o/Ma) and a smaller amount of
separation (~30 km) from the East Central Block compared to the Western Tendaho
micro-plate.
The age of rifting across major grabens of the East Central Block is constructed
by interpolating the flow-line data from the 4DPlates using the Kriging method (Figure
9). The age calculation assumes that the initiation of rifting across all grabens of the East
Central Block started 2 Ma. Because of the assumed almost equal separation of the rifted
conjugate footwalls bounding the rifts, this model shows symmetrical and progressive
younging of age of rifting towards the center of the grabens. However, because of the
small amount of separation but high clockwise rotation between the Western Gulf of
Aden propagator micro-block from the Danakil block, the age distribution within the
Immino graben shows a noticeable level of asymmetry. This asymmetry suggests a
higher level of strain location during early rifting event in the S border fault of the
Immino graben compared to its N border fault.
Additionally, the 4DPlates flow-lines are used to compute the rate of extension
across major grabens in the East Central Block (Figure 10). As expected, narrow grabens
such as the Immino graben are characterized by low (0.11-0.17 cm/year) extension rate.
On the other hand, wide grabens such as the Data Yager – Hanle graben, are
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characterized by a relatively higher (0.46-0.52 cm/year) rate of extension. However, an
intriguing pattern emerges from evaluating the distribution of the extension rate within
the entire East Central Block. In this pattern, three zones can be identified in which the
extension rate increases from the NW to the SE. The first zone is represented by the
Immino – North Balho grabens where the extension rate increases from 0.11 cm/year in
the NW tip of the Immino graben to 0.38 cm/year in the SE tip of the N. Balho graben.
Similarly, the extension rate in the NW part of the Der’ Ela – Hanle graben is 0.18
cm/year and this rate increases to 0.45 cm/year in the S part of the graben. The most
outstanding example of this pattern of progressive increase of the rate of extension from
NW to SE comes from the Dobe – Data Yager – Hanle grabens. The NW end of the Dobe
graben was/is extending by 0.11 cm/year whereas the SE part of the Data Yager – Hanle
graben displays extension rate of 0.52 cm/year. The NW-dismissing of extension rate is
in good agreement with paleomagnetic observations (Kidane et al., 2003) showing less
clockwise rotation of the micro-blocks towards the NW.
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4. DISCUSSION
4.1. REGIONAL SCALE KINEMATICS MODEL AND THE NATURE OF THE
AFAR DEPRESSION CRUST
The regional-scale 4DPlates kinematics reconstruction model presented in figure
6 for the Afar Depression shows that the pre-rift tectonic entities (the Arabian, the
Nubian and the Somali plates and the Danakil and the Ali Sabieh blocks) can be restored
back to 22 Ma in a tight fit consuming the entire terrain currently underlain by the
depression itself. In this model, the SW tip of the Arabian plate fits closely with SEpointing triangle at the present junction between the Afar Depression and the Main
Ethiopian Rift. A simple and direct accommodation of this model is to consider the entire
Afar Depression W of the Danakil block as an oceanic crust formed after the beginning
of the counter-clockwise rotation of the Danakil block from the Nubian plate ~13 Ma
ago. Considering the Afar Depression as an oceanic crust had its appeal in earlier studies
(McKenzie and Davies, 1970; Barberi and Varet, 1975, 1977). However, all geophysical
studies from earliest (Ruegg, 1975; Berckhemer et al., 1975, Makris et al., 1975) to more
recent (Dudga et al., 2005; Dugda and Nyblade, 2006; Almadani, 2011) have shown that
there is a thinned continental crust under the Afar Depression even in regions that are
currently transitioning from continental rifting to sea floor spreading such as the Tendaho
graben (Bridges et al., 2012). Hence, it is preferred here that to consider the Afar
Depression as a thinned continental crust where crustal thinning was due to stretching of
the lower crust (which was thermally weakened by the Afar mantle plume) (Mohr, 1989)
as well as normal faulting of the upper crust (Morton and Black, 1975).
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4.2. LOCAL-SCALE KINEMATICS MODEL, STRAIN DISTRIBUTION WITHIN
THE EAST CENTRAL BLOCK, AND THE LOCATION OF THE ARABIAN
– NUBIAN PLATE BOUNDARY WITHIN THE AFAR DEPRESSION
The local-scale 4DPlates kinematics model proposed for the East Central Block of
the Afar Depression (Figures 8-10) predicts a diffused distribution of extension within the
block, but strain is localized within major grabens such as the Immino, the North Balho,
the Der’ Ela – Gaggade, the Data Yager – Hanle and the Dobe grabens. Additionally, the
model predicts an increase in the extension rate within the East Central Block from NW
(cumulative extension of 0.22 – 0.34 cm/year) to SE (cumulative extension of 1.17 – 1.35
cm/year) assuming no extension is accommodated within the micro-blocks and that all
extension is localized within major grabens, the 1.17 – 1.35 cm/year extension within the
East Central Block is in good agreement with regional estimates which suggests that the
extension rate within the East Central Block is 1.2 cm/year (see Beyene and Abdelsalam,
2005). Additionally, the extension rate of 0.32 to 0.45 cm/year obtained for the S Dobe
graben is in good agreement with the displacement rate 0.85 +/- 0.3 cm/year obtained
from GPS surveying by Pan et al. (2002) knowing that the displacement rate of a GPS
station is twice the rate of extension. The Dobe graben extension rate obtained from the
4DPlates model is also within range of horizontal surface velocity (1.307 +/- 0.069
cm/year E-W and 0.619 +/- 0.045 cm/year N-S) obtained through GPS surveying by
Kogan et al. (2012).
The location and nature of the plate boundary between the Arabian and the
Nubian plates within the Afar Depression is not fully understood. The 2005 Dabbahu
rifting episode shows that this boundary is currently actively forming to the W of the
Danakil block (Figure 11; Wright et al., 2006). Further SE, it has been shown that the
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Tendaho graben magnetic signature is similar to that of spreading centers at the mid
ocean ridges (Bridges et al. 2012). Bridges et al. (2012) have shown that the 10 km wide
central part of the Tendaho graben (Figure 11) has normal polarity, the source of which is
the presence of mafic dikes that were crystallized after 0.78 Ma suggesting an extension
rate of 0.64 cm/year. Further, Bridges (2012) argued that to achieve the ~50 km width of
the entire graben which is thought to have started opening ~1.6 Ma, a 2.4 cm/year
extension must have dominated the period between 1.6 and 0.78 Ma. Hence, Bridges
(2011) concluded that the extension in the Tendaho graben is slowing down and the
extension across the Afar Depression must have been accommodated somewhere else.
This conclusion is in good agreement with Accocella et al. (2008) who concluded from
stretching factor calculation that the extension in the Tendaho graben have slowed
drastically since ~0.7 Ma. Recent GPS measurement by Kogan et al. (2012) has
calculated the horizontal surface velocity for the Tendaho graben to be 0.987 +/-0.254
cm/year to the E and 2.041 +/- 0.242 cm/year to the N.
Most tectonic maps do not show new oceanic crust associated with a spreading
center in the S Red Sea extending to the SE beyond the latitude of the Gulf of Zula where
the Red Sea spreading center jumped onto the Afar Depression (Figure 11; e.g. Bosworth
et al., 2005). Additionally, bathymetry data show a poorly defined axial trough for this
part of the Red Sea (Figure 11). Further, the S-most part of the Red Sea is a seismically
quiet region compared to the W part of the Gulf of Aden and the Afar Depression (Figure
11). This contrasts the Gulf of Aden spreading center in which there is new oceanic crust
that continues W-ward to the Gulf of Tadjoura and onto the Afar Depression S and W of
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the Danakil block. This suggests that the boundary between the Arabian and the Nubian
plates is to the W of the Danakil block.
Attempts have been made to suggest “hard and sharp” boundaries between plates
and blocks within the Afar Depression (Figure 11; e.g. Reilinger et al. (2006). In an
elastic block model loosely constrained by GPS data, Reilinger et al. (2006) proposed
that the spreading center of the Red Sea bifurcates N of the Gulf of Zula into E and W
branches with the E branch continues SE to connect with the spreading center of the Gulf
of Aden at Bab el Mandeb (Figure 11). The W branch continues S from the Gulf of Zula
along the Red Sea propagator and makes a sharp turn to the E to pass through the
Dabbahu rift and the N margin of the East Central Block to connect with the Gulf of
Aden propagator and ultimately the W-ward continuation of the Gulf of Aden (Figure
11).
Alternatively, this work proposes that there is no “hard and sharp” ArabianNubian plate boundary within the Afar Depression. Rather, this boundary is a diffused
zone of extensional deformation, especially within the East Central Block. It is suggested
here that this plate boundary extends S from the Gulf of Zula following the trace of the
Red Sea propagator through the Dabbahu rift and down to the NW part of the Tendaho
graben (Figure 11). Gravity results by Wiede et al. (In preparation) have shown that,
unlike the NW part of the Tendaho graben where mafic diking intrusions are clearly
present (Bridges et al., 2012), the SE part of the graben does not have such diking
suggesting that it is still mechanically stretching. To the E, this boundary continues from
the Gulf of Tadjoura NW along the traces of the Gulf of Aden propagator represented by
the Asal Ghoubbet – Manda Inakir rift which swings W-ward to terminate just NE of the
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Immino graben (Figure 5). This proposition puts the Danakil block as currently being part
of the Arabian plate. Within the East Central Block, the Arabian-Nubian plate boundary
diffuses into the NW-trending grabens leaving this block as being a “No Plate Land”. It is
likely that the future location of the Arabian-Nubian plate boundary within the Afar
Depression will develop along the Dobe - Dada Yager – Hanle grabens because of the
significant along-strike continuation of these extensional structure as well as the
relatively higher extensional rate displayed by these structures compared to other grabens
(Figure 10). Proposing a diffused plate boundary between the Arabian and the Nubian
plates within the Afar Depression is in good agreement with results of a recent GPS
campaign which showed that extension within the depression is distributed across a ~175
km wide zone because of extremely thinned continental lithosphere (Kogan et al., 2012).
This contrasts the S part of the Main Ethiopian Rift where extension is localized within
~10 km wide zone because of the presence of a typical continental lithosphere (Kogan et
al., 2012).
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Nested-scale 4DPlates kinematic models using new Euler poles and angular
rotations have shown the following:
(1) At the plate- and regional-scales, the Arabian, Nubian and Somali plates, and
the Danakil and Ali Sabieh blocks can be restored back to their 22 Ma positions with: (A)
Two Euler poles and angular rotations for the Arabian plate relative to stationary Nubian
plate at 22-13 Ma (NE motion of Arabia relative to Nubia and counter-clockwise
rotation) and 13-0 Ma (N motion of Arabia relative to Nubian and counter-clockwise
rotation). (B) One Euler pole and angular rotation for the Somali plate’s motion in a SE
direction relative to the Nubian plate since 22 Ma. (C) Two Euler poles and angular
rotations for the counter-clockwise rotation of the Danakil block relative to the Nubian
plate at 13-6 Ma and 6-0 Ma. (D) Two poles of rotation for the clockwise rotation of Ali
Sabieh block relative to Nubian and Somalia plates at 13-8 Ma and 8-0 Ma. The coast-tocoast closure of the Red Sea, closure of the Gulf of Aden with small gaps, tight fit of the
Danakil block between the Nubian and the Arabian plates, and the ~70 km overlap
between the Nubian and the Somali plates across the Main Ethiopian Rift indicate the
following: (A) The Red Sea (with the exception of its S-most part) and the Gulf of Aden
basins are underlain by oceanic crust and these extensional structures ruptured without
significant lithospheric attenuation. (B) The Afar Depression is underlain by a highly
stretched continental crust whereas the Main Ethiopian Rift is underlain by a less
stretched continental crust.
(2) At the local-scale, kinematic restoration of micro-blocks within the East
Central Block, the overlap zone between the SE-propagating Red Sea propagator and
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the NW-propagating Gulf of Aden propagator within the Afar Depression indicates that
the Arabian-Nubian plate boundary within the depression is a diffused zone of
extensional structures represented by NW-trending grabens bounding the East Central
Block’s micro-blocks.
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Table 1. Pole of Rotation for Plates, Blocks and Microblocks of the Afar Depression
Negative numbers are counter-clockwise motion and positive numbers are clockwise motion
Pole of rotation

Latitude
(o)

Longitude
(o)

Angle
(o)

Plates

(22-13 Ma)
Nubia
fixed
fixed
fixed
a
Arabia
36.02
18.72
-6.52
b
Somali (4-22Ma)
-56.1
5.68
-0.427
(13 Ma- 0 Ma)
Nubia
fixed
fixed
fixed
a
Arabia
31.74
16.21
-4.24
b
Somali (0-4Ma)
54.8
37
-0.069
Blocks
(13-6 Ma)
Danakilc
15
39.7
-26
(0-6Ma)
Danakilc
17
39.7
-10
(13-8 Ma)
Ali Sabiehd
8.87
42.59
32
(8-0 Ma)
Ali Sabiehd
10.32
42.84
32
Micro-blocks
(0-2 Ma)
West of GAPe
12.3
41.86
10
e
Siyarrou
12.23
41.66
6
e
Lower Siyarrou
115
41.76
12
Isso Deda'ie
12.36
41.6
6
e**
Unda Gammari
12.26
41.46
12
e
Gammari Dakka
119
41.37
12
f
Western Tendaho
14.22
40.55
-4
Eastern Tendahof
11.91
39.51
12
f
Southwestern Tendaho
10.85
46.23
-6.02
a
this studies’ best fit of coastline and geology and GPS study of Reilinger et al. (2006)
and reconstructions of Sultan et al. (1992, 1993)
b
Jestin et al. (1994) motion used from 22-4 Ma and Fernandes et al. (2004) from 4 Ma to
present
c
this studies’ best fit based on GPS studies of Reilinger et al. (2006) & McClusky et al. (2010)
d

this studies’ best fit of Ali Sabieh Danakil, Nubia and Arabia Manighetti et al. (2001)

e

this studies’ best fit of rotation of horsts and paleomagnetic data of Kidane (2003)

f

this studies’ best fit of rotation of horsts and geologic structures by Thurmond (2007)
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Figure 1. Three-Dimensional (3D) perspective view of the Afar Depression as a
rift-rift-rift triple junction between the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden separating the Arabian,
Nubian, and Somali plates. The view is displayed in Four- Dimensional Plates (4DPlates)
software with the continent’s topographic represented by a Digital Elevation Models
(DEM) form the Global 30 Arc Second Elevation Data (GTOPO30), 1 km spatial
resolution). The oceans and seas depth is represented by global bathymetric data.

.
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Figure 2. General rift propagation direction within the Afar Depression. Grey arrows
indicate rift propagation direction of the Red Sea propagator (RSP), Gulf of Aden
propagator (GAP) and Main Ethiopian Rift (MER). The Gulf of Tadjoura (GT) is where
the Gulf of Aden spreading center steps onto land and the Gulf of Zula (GZ) is where the
Red Sea spreading center steps onto land. The Danakil and Ali Sabieh blocks are shown.
(BEM) is the Bab el Mendeb straits between the Arabian plate and the Danakil block.
The overlap zone between the RSP and the GAP in the Afar Depression is the East
Central Block (ECB), which is composed of 6 micro-blocks separated by NW- trending
grabens (after Manighetti et al., 2001; Kidane et al., 2003). The eastern (ET) and
southwestern (SWT) flanks of the Tendaho graben are shown.
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Figure 3. Bookshelf model of the East Central Block of the Afar Depression modified
after Tapponnier et al. (1990) and Manighetti et al. (2001). (A) The NW-propagating
Gulf of Aden propagator and the SE-propagating Red Sea propagator. (B) Differential
spreading across the Gulf of Aden and the Red Sea propagator. (C) Development of NESW directed shear couples due to the differential spreading of the overlapping
propagator. (D) Clockwise rotation of the NW-trending blocks due to the NE-SW
directed dextral shear couple. (E) Development of NW-trending sinistral strike-slip faults
to accommodate the clockwise rotation of blocks
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Figure 4. Geological map (simplified after Abbate et al., 1995; Tesfaye et al., 2008) and
idealized geological sections across the East Central Block of the Afa Depression. In the
geological cross-section, the thickness of the Pliocene- Pleistocene Afar Stratoid Series
basalts is assumed to be uniform and is 1 km
thick. The thickness of the PleistocenePresent lacustrine, evaporate and eolian sediments filling the Tendaho graben is estimated
to be 1 km as suggested by drilling results (Aquater, 1996) and gravity and magnetic
forward modeling (Bridges et al., 2012). The sediments in other grabens (with the
exception of the Dobe graben in profile A-A’ and the Data Yager – Hanle graben in
profile D-D’ are considered to have a minimum thickness that equals the exposed the
topographic escarpments of the graben’s boarder faults. The sediments thickness Dobe
graben in profile A-A’ and the Data Yager – Hanle graben in profile D-D’are assigned to
~400 m reflecting the estimated through of border faults in these basins (Tesfaye, 2005).
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Figure 5. Hill shade relief Digital Elevation Model (DEM) extracted from the Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission (SRTM, 90 m spatial resolution) data of the East Central
Block between the Gulf of Aden propagator (GAP) and the Red Sea propagator (RSP).
The Gulf of Aden propagator is composed of the Manda Inakir and Asal Ghoubbet rifts.
The Red Sea propagator is represented by the Tendaho – Manda - Hararo rifts. The
micro-blocks of the East Central Block are the West of GAP propagator, Isso-Deda’i,
Siyarrou, Lower Siyarrou, Unda Gamarri and the Gamarri-Dakka. The grabens within the
East Central Block are the Immino, North Bahlo, Dobe, Der’Ela-Gaggade and the Data
Yager-Hanle.
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Figure 6. Four-Dimensional Plates (4DPlates) plate-scale and regional-scale kinematics
reconstruction model of the Afar Depression from 0 to 22 Ma. The land is displayed by
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission data
(SRTM; 90 m spatial resolution). Oceanic crust and stretched continental crust are shown
by solid blue color. 4DPlates allows animation of the kinematics reconstruction at
different time interval, different three-dimensional (3D) perspective views, and different
spatial scales.
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Figure 7. Four-Dimensional Plates (4DPlates) flow-lines indicating motion between
conjugate plates (Nubia- Arabia, Nubia-Somalia, and Arabia-Somalia) and the counterclockwise rotation of the Danakil block from the Nubian plate. The flow-lines are draped
over regional free air gravity (Sandwell and Smith, 1999). Note the sigmoidal nature of
the flow-lines resulting from the adoption of two Euler poles and angular rotations for the
Arabian plate and the Danakil block. Note the close parallelism between the flow-lines
and the gravity low anomalies representing transform faults in the eastern part of the Gulf
of Aden and the southern part of the Red Sea. MER = Main Ethiopian Rift. 4DPlates
allows animation of the kinematics reconstruction at different time interval, different
three-dimensional (3D) perspective views, and different spatial scales.
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Figure 8. Four-Dimensional Plates (4DPlates) local-scale kinematics reconstruction
model of the micro-blocks within the East Central Block and the Tendaho graben back to
2 Ma displayed at 0.5 Ma intervals. The micro-plates are defined by 7-4-2 Landsat
Thematic Mapper (TM) images (30 m spatial resolution) whereas the grabens and other
parts of the Afar Depression are shown as solid blue. The 4DPlates flow-lines are also
shown. Refer to figure 4 for the names of the micro-blocks and grabens. 4DPlates allows
animation of the kinematics reconstruction at different time interval, different threedimensional (3D) perspective views, and different spatial scales.
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Figure 9. Age grid of the grabens of the East Central Block modeled from the FourDimensional Plates (4DPlates) flow-lines.
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Figure 10. Extension rates across the grabens of the East Central Block. The rates are
calculated from the Four-Dimensional Plates (4DPlates) flow-lines assuming rifting
started 2 Ma ago.
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Figure 11. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) from the Global 30 Arc Second Elevation
Data (GTOPO30, 1 km spatial resolution) and oceans and seas depth from global
bathymetric data of the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, the Afar Depression, and the Main
Ethiopian Rift between the Arabian, Nubian and Somali plates. Also shown is the
seismicity of the region between May 10, 1963 and December 25, 2011. The “hard and
sharp” plate boundary of Reilinger et al. (2006) is shown with dashed yellow line. The
proposed diffused plate boundary is shown with solid white color. GZ = Gulf of Zula. DB
= Danakil block. GAP = Gulf of Aden propagator. GT = Gulf of Tadjoura. ECB = East
Central Block. MER = Main Ethiopian Rift. TG = Tendaho Graben. D = Dabbahu rift.
RSP = Red Sea propagator.
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PAPER III.
STRAIN PARTIONING WITHIN AN OVERLAPPING RIFT SYSTEM AND THE
EFFECTS OF FAR-FIELD STRESS BETWEEN ARABIA AND NUBIA IN THE
AFAR DEPRESSION: RESULTS FROM INSAR STUDIES
ABSTRACT

Crustal deformation within the East Central Block (the overlap zone between the SEpropagating Red Sea and NW-propagating Gulf of Aden propagators) in the Afar
Depression of Ethiopia and Djibouti was measured through ascending and descending
interferograms using the Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR), C-Band (=5.6
cm) data of Envisat satellite. The Afar Depression hosts a rift-rift-rift triple junction
where the Arabian, Somalia and Nubian plates meet. The way strain is partitioned
between the five NW-trending grabens within the East Central Block is not fully
understood. Paleomagnetic data indicates that the East Central Block is rotating
clockwise by 14o in the last 2 Ma, which has been accompanied by clockwise rotation of
micro-blocks separating the NW-trending grabens. ASAR data collected between 2002
and 2010 over the East Central Block, the Red Sea propagator and the Gulf of Aden
propagator show cm/year vertical movement, likely associated with normal faulting along
the NW-trending grabens. In addition, one volcano within the Red Sea propagator shows
a significant inflation. Areas of high phase change manifesting high extension indicate a
preferential deformation pathway through certain grabens within the East Central Block.
However, the phase change is variable over the 2002-2010 period, indicating diffuse
strain partitioning within the East Central Block.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. STATEMENT OF THE SCIENTIFIC QUESTIONS AND OBJECTIVES
The Afar Depression is a diffuse rift-rift-rift triple junction where the a
continental rift (the Main Ethiopian Rift) meets two onland propagators of oceanic rifts
(the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden propagators) (Figure 1; Tapponier et al., 1990; Manighetti
et al., 2001; Beyene and Abdelsalam, 2005; Accocella et al., 2008). The Main Ethiopian
Rift separates the Nubian and the Somali plates and propagates NE-ward towards the
Afar Depression as well as SW-ward towards the East African Rift Ststrem in sub-Sahara
Africa (Manighetti et al., 1998). The SE-propagating Red Sea propogator steps onto land
within the Afar Depression at the Gulf of Zula and this empryonic spreading center is
associated with along-axis rift volcanism that resulted in built-up of shield volcanoes
such as the Erte Ale’and the Dabbahu and terminates at the Dama Ali volcano in the SE
(Figure 1). The NW-propagating Gulf of Aden propagator steps onto land at the Gulf of
Tajoura and has five separate trends propagating into the Afar Depression (Lahitte et al.,
2003). Lahitte et al. (2003) labelled each of the Gulf of Aden rifts from 1 to 5, with the
lower number representing the oldest rift phase and the highest number representing the
youngest rift phase (Figure 2).
The Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden trends within Afar form an overlapping rift
system represented by the SE-propagating Manda Hararo-Gobaad (the Red Sea
propagator) and the NW-propagating Asal-Manda Inakir rifts (the Gulf of Aden
propagator) ( Figure 1; Tapponier et al., 1990; Manighetti et al., 1998; Lahitte et al.,
2003; Accocella et al., 2008). The Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden propagators enclose an
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overlap zone, called the “East Central Block” (Figure 1; Tapponnier et al., 1990;
Manighetti et al., 2001).
Paleomagnetic studies have shown that the East Central Block has rotated
clockwise by ~14 degrees in the last ~2 Ma (Acton et al., 1989, 2000; Kidane et al.,
2003). Two broad models are proposed to explain the nature, strain distribution and cause
of the deformation within the East Central Block. The first model referred to as the
“bookshelf model”, was proposed by Tapponnier et al. (1990) and was later refined by
Manighetti et al. (1998). It explains the rotation of the East Central Block as due to
differential extension across the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden propagators. This
differential extension created an ENE-trending dextral strike-slip shear couple that in turn
resulted in the clockwise rotation of the East Central Block. This rotation has caused
clockwise rotation of micro-blocks separated by NW-trending grabens. This model
predicts the reactivation of NW-trending normal faults into sinistral strike-slip faults.
However, the seismic record indicates the dominance of strain was/is accommodated by
normal faulting. Additionally, the bookshelf models require an unrealistically high
extension rate to result in the development of the NW-trending grabens within the East
Central Block. Lahitte et al. (2003) proposed that the Gulf of Aden propagator reached
land at the Gulf of Tadjoura about 0.8 Ma and has propagated NW-ward to reach the NW
tip of the propagator only at 0.2 Ma. Similarly, Lahitte et al. (2003) pointed to that the
Red Sea propagator reached the central Tendaho graben (Figure 1) only at 0.3 to 0.4 Ma.
These age constraints makes the deformation exerted in the East Central Block by the
differential extension between the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden propagators as being
operating only in the last 0.2 Ma. Hence, extension rate of 9.5 cm/year is required to
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produce the 19 km wide Dobe-Data Yager Hanle grabens (Figure 2) within the East
Central Block (Lahitte et al., 2003).
Alternatively, it is suggested that the slab-pull of Arabia under Eurasia has created
a far-field stress that has caused the Danakil block (Figure 1) to rotate counter-clockwise
over the last 12 Ma (Collet et al., 2000; Eagles et al., 2002). This rotation is further
constrained by Global Positioning System (GPS) studies (Reilinger et al., 2006;
McClusky et al., 2010). It is suggested that the counter-clockwise rotation of the Danakil
block caused by far-field stress of the motion of the Arabian plate is the cause of rifting
within the East Central Block and the region between the Danakil block and the East
Central Block (Garfunkel and Beyth, 2006; Lahitte et al., 2003).
This work seeks to understand strain partitioning within the East Central Block
resulting from the deformation of this overlap zone between the Red Sea and Gulf of
Aden propagators using Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) techniques.
Also, it attempts to evaluate the possibility of mapping deformation pathways where
strain is localized within discrete zones of high InSAR phase change within the East
Central Block. Additionally, this work attempts to find out if the deformation within the
East Central Block can be attributed to the clockwise rotation due to differential
extension across the overlapping Red Sea and Gulf of Aden propagators, to the counterclockwise rotation of the Danakil block resulting for far-field stress exerted by N-ward
motion of the Arabian plate, or a combination of both processes. Specifically, this study
examines the Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR), C-Band (=5.6 cm) data of
Envisat satellite collected by the European Space Agency (ESA) between 2002 and 2010
to examine: (1) The strain distribution between micro-blocks and grabens within the East
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Central Block (Figure 2). It is expected that areas of high InSAR phase change will
indicate a preferential deformation pathways through certain grabens within the East
Central Block. (2) The deformation occurring in the Gulf of Aden propagator in order to
determine the nature of fault slip between 2002 and 2010. (3) The inflation and deflation
of volcanoes within the East Central Block and the surrounding Red Sea and Gulf of
Aden propagators. Displacement maps from measurements of interferograms from two
different time periods are created showing cm-scale displacement. In addition, these
displacement maps are used to determine spreading rates within the overlap zone and
overlapping propagators to give insight into the nature of extension and strain
accommodation within the East Central Block.

1.2. INTERFEROMETRIC SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR (INSAR)
InSAR is a process in which geodetic information can be acquired by measuring
the phase change on the Earth’s surface between multi-date Radio Detection And
Ranging (RADAR) data through the generation of differential interferograms (Massonnet
and Feigl, 1998). InSAR can provide mm to m-scale deformation monitoring of the
Earth’s surface and the dual pass interferometric technique yields cm scale deformation.
However there are several limitations to the use of this technique (Massonnet and Feigl,
1998; Hanssen, 2001). The interferometric phase information can be affected by
tropospheric signal delay, ionospheric signal delay, inaccuracy in the sensor’s orbit, the
Earth’s curvature, topographic effects, surface disturbance not related to the surface
change that is desired to be imaged, and phase noise.
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The RADAR signal passes from the sensor and back through the troposphere
(extending from 0 to 10 km above the Earth’s surface and contains 99% of the
atmosphere’s water vapor); hence the signal may be delayed and/or attenuated. The
amount of water vapor in the troposphere affects how much the signal is delayed. The
ionosphere extends from 10 to 1000 km above the Earth’s surface and as the RADAR
signal passes through this layer, it can have an altered path length due to electricallycharged atoms and molecules, and activity due to solar flare (Hanssen, 2001). The
electrically-charged atoms and molecules are created by ultraviolet radiation in the
ionosphere. Therefore, the effects of the troposphere and ionosphere can alter the path
length and relative InSAR phase information of two temporal InSAR pairs (Goldstein,
1995; Massonnet and Feigl, 1998).
Orbital effects on the RADAR signal are introduced due to the geometry and
location of the synthetic antennas used during the acquisition of two temporal InSAR
pairs which are usually not identical. Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning
Integrated by Satellite (DORIS orbits) can be downloaded for the Envisat ASAR sensor
to minimize this error. In addition, the perpendicular baseline between two temporal
InSAR pairs is calculated to evaluate which pairs are suitable for interferometry (a
perpendicular baseline less than 930 m is suitable for Envisat ASAR data).
The effects of the curvature of the Earth’s surface must be removed in InSAR
processing, ideally using a flattening algorithm that takes the precise orbital data into
account. Using such flattening algorithm will allow for the generation of accurate Digital
Elevation Models (DEMs) from the two InSAR pairs (Zhou et al., 2009). The
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topographic effects of an InSAR pair are the phase difference due to topography
(Hanssen, 2001).
Phase change is acquired through the InSAR techniques. This change is usually
associated with changes in the Earth’s surface due to tectonic movement along faults,
changes in elevation due to inflation and deflation of volcanoes, subsidence due to
extraction of hydrocarbons and groundwater, or movement of ice sheets. However,
surface disturbance may also manifest changes such as changes in the vegetation cover,
urban development, or shifting of unconsolidated sediments (Hanssen, 2001).
The above limitations can cause phase noise which can also be caused by deccorrelation
effects such as thermal, temporal and other noises introduced during the InSAR
processing steps (Baran et al., 2003). Therefore, interferograms are filtered using suitable
algorithms to minimize these effects.
Limitations of InSAR phase data within the Afar Depression can include all of the
previously discussed effects including: (1.) tropospheric signal delay, (2.) ionospheric
signal delay, (3.) orbital effects, (4.) the Earth’s curvature, (5.) topographic effects, (6.)
surface disturbance and (7.) phase noise. Of these effects, it is known, that tropospheric
signal delay, topographic effects and surface disturbance (through movement of
unconsolidated sediments in sedimentary basins) are likely the most significant. For
example, Doubre and Pelzer (2007) have shown from the Manda Inakir-Asal rift within
the Gulf of Aden propagator (Figure 1) that the tropospheric signal delay between InSAR
pair have produced a phase sift higher than that representing crustal deformation. Similar
effect is observed in the Manda Inakir-Asal InSAR pairs used in this study. This effect
resulted in highly decorrelated InSAR pairs and produced inconsistent interferogram
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fringes. However, W of the Manda Inakir-Asal rift, in the East Central Block, the InSAR
pairs are highly correlated and interferogram fringes are more consistent. Therefore, it is
likely that the tropospheric effects diminish W-ward away from the Gulf of Aden and the
S Red Sea as the amount of water vapor coming from these sources decreases in the
troposphere.
The topographic effects within in the East Central Block are likely significant
because of high relief. The block is dominated by horst structure that can be as 1200 m
high and grabens, the floor of which is as low as 150 m. these grabens sometimes are
bounded by border faults with steep dip angle reaching 70 degrees. The topographic
escarpments of these steep border faults sometimes create RADAR shadow zones.
Lastly the shifting unconsolidated sediments within the grabens of the East
Central Block cause a loss in coherence between the InSAR pairs. This effect is amplified
when the InSAR pair has a long temporal baseline. So coherence in the grabens is best
when InSAR pairs with short temporal baseline are used (about a year or less).

1.3. INTERFEROMETRIC SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR (INSAR)
STUDIES IN THE AFAR DEPRESSION
There are a number of InSAR studies that have been successfully carried out in
the Afar Depression. The eariest of these studies was by Amelung et al. (2000) who used
the European Remote Sensing (ERS) C-band RADAR data (λ = 5.6 cm) to study the
Gada’Ale volcanoe which is part of the Erta ‘Ale volcanic range in the N part of the Afar
Depression (Figure 1). Amelung et al. (2000) found the volcano to have 12 cm of
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subsidence between June, 1993 and May, 1996 probably due to a combined effect of
deflation because of magma withdrawal and displacement on normal faulting.
In the Manda Inakir-Asal rift which represents part of the Gulf of Aden
propagator, Doubre and Peltzer (2007) used the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) C-band
RADARSAT data ((λ = 5.6 cm) to examine the nature of faulting associated with this rift.
Doubre and Peltzer (2007) found the nature of faulting between 1997 and 2005 to be
either steady creep or sudden slip related to an increase in seismic activities. Further,
Doubre and Peltzer (2007) reported the amount of phase change related to displacement
on these faults to be in the range of 1.0 and 5.0 cm/year.
There have been extensive InSAR studies of the Dabbahu rifting episode along
the Red Sea propagator (Figure 1) that started in September 2005 in what is referred to as
the Dabbahu volcano-seismic crisis (Wright et al., 2006, 2012; Ayele et al., 2007;
Ebinger et al., 2008; Grandin et al., 2009; Hamling et al., 2009, 2010; Keir et al., 2009,
2011; Field et al., 2012). Wright et al. (2006) used the ASAR data acquired between May
6, 2005 and October 28, 2005 to image deformation to be associated with the 2005
Dabbahu rifting episode, the surface expression of which is in the form a 500 m long, 8 m
wide, and 50 m deep rupture. Wright et al. (2006) study found the deformation is
distributed along a 60 km long NNW-trending zone. Additionally, Wright et al. (2006)
found the vertical component of deformation to be in the range of -2 m (representing
subsidence due to rifting) and +2 m (representing uplift on the rift shoulders). The
vertical component of deformation was accompanied by ENE-WSW extension ranging
from ~8 m at the axis of the rift and this extension diminished away from the rift axis.
Wright et al. (2008) concluded that the seismic extension that resulted in the opening of
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the crack is only 8% of the deformation and that the rest of the deformation resulted from
an emplacement of 60 km long dike that originated from 2-9 km depth at the NNW part
of the deformation field and propagated to the SSE. Wright et al. (2005) used this
conclusion to suggest that the magma injection to be more important for accommodating
strain than normal faulting in the Red Sea propagator.
Since the first contribution of Wright et al. (2006), other InSAR studies focused
on the Dabbahu rifting episode. Ayele et al. (2007) reprocessed the same data used by
Wright et al. (2006) and reached similar conclusions about the evolution of the Dabbahu
rifting episode. Additionally, conclusions similar to those of Wright et al. (2006) have
been reached by Ebinger et al. (2008) who also used the ASAR data covering the time
span between October 28, 2005 and April 21, 2006. Also, similar vertical and horizontal
displacement components are reported by Grandin et al. (2009) who used the ASAR data
collected between April 16, 2004 and October 28, 2005. Kier et al. (2009) used the
ASAR data covering the periods between May 20, 2006 – June 24, 2006 and June 24,
2006 – July 29, 2006 to show that there were two additional dike emplacement events
that occurred in June and July 2006 since the “first” diking event in September 2005.
Hamling et al. (2009) used a series of multi-date ASAR Envisat data collected between
October 1, 2005 and December 31, 2007 to show that during this period eight additional
dikes were emplaced in the Dabbahu region. Hamling et al. (2010) extended the temporal
baseline of the InSAR studies of the Dabbahu rifting episode to cover the period between
2005 and 2009. From this study, Hamling et al. (2010) concluded that twelve additional
dikes were emplacement since September 2005 and that the opening of the majority of
these dikes did not follow the opening created by the previous dikes. In all studies, these
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dikes are shown to be NNW-trending, 1-2 m wide, several km long, and they are
ascending from a shallow (1-6 km) magma chamber. Kier et al. (2011) used a series of
multi-date ERS C-band RADAR data (λ = 5.6 cm) between October 06, 1997 and
November 25, 2003 to show that there were a dike emplacement event that occurred in
May 2000 before the September 2005 event.
Field et al. (2012) focussed their InSAR study on understanding the behaviour of
the Dabbahu volcano at the NNW end of the Dabbahu rifting episode. This study used
ASAR data with an ascending mode between April 3, 2006 and February 1, 2010 and a
descending mode between April 21, 2006 and March 26, 2010. Both data acquisition
modes showed a 40-50 cm total inflation of the volcano during this period. Modeling of
the InSAR data suggests that the inflation is likely caused by ascending of magma from a
3 km magma chamber in a point-source fashion.
Finally, Wright et al. (2012) used ASAR data acquired between June 2006 and
January 2010 to show that the rate of horizontal displacement across the Dabbahu rifting
episode (apart from displacement caused by the multiple diking events) is as high as 15
cm/year and this rate decays away from the rift axis within a ~40 km wide zone on both
sides of the rift. Wright et al. (2012) found the vertical displacement to be accommodated
by an overall subsidence within a ~40 km wide zone where the rate of subsidence reaches
15 cm/year at the rift axis.
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1.4. GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) STUDIES IN THE AFAR
DEPRESSION
There are three notable GPS campaigns in the Afar Depression relevant to this
work. The first one was by Pan et al. (2002) who reported displacement rates from three
parts of the East Central Block including the Dobe graben, the Siyarrou micro-block, and
the West of Gulf of Aden propagator micro-block (Figures 2 and 3). All three regions of
the Afar Depression show displacement in an E-direction in relation to a stationary
station in Addis Ababa. The highest rate of displacement (20.8 mm/year) was measured
from the Siyarrou micro-block (Figures 2 and 3). Pan et al. (2002) suggested that the
easterly displacement to be due to the clock-wise rotation of the micro-blocks within the
East Central Block. Pan et al. (2002) cautioned that the relative motion of these microblocks should not be taken to correspond to the motion of tectonic plate surrounding the
Afar Depression, especially the Somali plate.
The Pan et al. (2002) was followed by the work of McClusky et al. (2010) from
stations in the Dobe graben, the SE part of the Gulf of Aden propagator, the S part of the
Danakil block, and the northern part of the Ali Sabieh block (Figures 2 and 3). These
stations were part of a study from a GPS network in the Arabian, Nubian and Somali
plates and the Danakil block. With the exception of the Ali Sabieh block station, all other
stations measured displacements in an ENE-direction relative to the Nubian plate
(Figures 2 and 3). The Ali Sabieh block station showed displacement in an ESEdirection. The highest rate of displacement (over 20 mm/year; no exact displacement
rates are listed in the publication) was reported from the Gulf of Aden propagator.
McClusky et al. (2010) related the ENE-directed displacement within the East Central
Block and the Gulf of Aden propagator to the counter-clockwise rotation of the Danakil
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Block relative to the Nubian plate. McClusky et al., (2010) pointed to the progressive N
to S increase in separation between the Danakil Block and the Nubian plate. This
separation is estimated to be ~25 km in the N and reaches 250 km in the S. This is
accompanied by a progressive N to S decrease in the separation between the Danakil
block and the Arabian plate. As initially proposed by Reilinger et al. (2006), this
geometry is explained as due to a linear increase in the spreading rate in the Afar
Depression from N to S because of the counter-clockwise rotation of the Danakil block
accompanied by a decrease in spreading rate in the S Red Sea in the same direction.
Reilinger et al. (2006) further proposed that the sum of the spreading rates of the Afar
Depression and the S Red Sea accounts for the total spreading rate between the Arabian
and Nubian plates.
The most recent GPS study in the East Central Block is by Kogan et al. (2012) which
was part of a GPS network deployment in the Afar Depression, the Main Ethiopian Rift
and the surrounding Nubian and the Somali plates. The GPS stations within and around
the East Central Block are positioned in the SW footwall of the Tendaho graben, the
Tendaho graben, the Unda Gammari micro-block, the Dobe graben, the Siyarrou microblock, and the West of the Gulf of Aden propagator micro-block (Figures 2 and3). GPS
stations within the block itself (Unda Gammari micro-block, Dobe graben, Siyarrou
micro-block, and the West of the Gulf of Aden propagator micro-block) show a rate of
displacement ranging between ~6-11 mm/year in a N-direction and 8-19 mm/year in an
E-direction with an overall displacement that seems to be in the ENE-direction away
from the Nubian plate (Figures 2 and 3). The rate of displacement seems to increase in an
ENE-direction towards the Gulf of Aden propagator. Differently, stations from Tendaho
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graben and its south-western footwall show NNE-directed displacement with an increase
in the rate of displacement from the footwall towards the graben’s axis. Kogan et al.
(2012) explained this displacement as due to diffused extension across the Afar
Depression because of the presence of a thin continental lithosphere.
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2. METHODS
1 PARAMETERS OF DETECTABLE SURFACE DEFORMATION
In selecting data for 2-pass and 3-pass InSAR studies, the phase gradient, or
change accumulated through time should be considered (Hanssen, 2001). To detect
tectonic activity of the East Central Block, temporal baselines of a 1-2 year are
considered. In addition, the spatial resolution of the ASAR sensor of 30 m is sufficient to
capture tectonic creep (cm scale) as well as fault rupture (m scale). The spatial resolution
of the sensor must be greater than the phenomenon to be measured as to maintain InSAR
pair coherence. The 100 km swath width of the ASAR data coverage is ideal for studying
tectonic and volcanic activity of the East Central Block as the major grabens within the
block are ~5-15 km wide and the volcanoes are ~3-5 km across. Table 4.1 summarizes
the characteristics of the ASAR data used in this study. These include the perpendicular
baseline, coherence, ASAR acquisition dates, orbits, and temporal baseline.

2.2. INTERFEROMETRIC SYNTHETIC APETURE RADAR (INSAR) DATA
PROCESSING
The ASAR data were acquired through Satellite Pour l’Observation de le Terre
(SPOT) Image, a vendor of ESA. The data were imported and processed in the
Environment for Visualizing Images (ENVI) 4.7 SARScape 4.3 software. Level 0 (raw
data) and Single Look Complex (SLC) data were acquired. The Level 0 raw data were
imported into ENVI software using the Image Mode (IMS) and corrected using the
downloaded DORIS orbits (ESA, 2011). For the 2- pass interferometry implemented in
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this study, a Master scene (time 1) and a Slave scene (time 2) were used that had the
same ASAR orbits and perpendicular baselines ranging between 83.0 and 186.8 m.
A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) was generated from the Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM; 90 m spatial resolution) based on the spatial extent of the
ASAR scenes to remove the topographic effect. Subsequently, a coherence image with a
Goldstein filter was generated to evaluate the phase noise represented by values ranging
between 0 and 1) (Ferretti et al., 2007). A value of 0 indicates complete loss of coherence
between the Master and Slave images, while a value of 1 indicates no phase noise or
complete coherence between the Master and Slave images. In this study, any region on
the interferogram with a coherence of 0.3 or less was masked out. This was followed by
the process of orbital refinement of each interferogram to minimize any difference in the
orbit between the Master and Slave and to calculate the absolute phase displacement. The
phases were then unwrapped to radians to solve the two ambiguity of the interferogram.
Lastly, positive and negative phase displacement maps are generated by multiplying the
unwrapped phase by .
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3. RESULTS
The East Central Block of the Afar Depression is covered by three ASAR scenes
referred to here as the East Central Block North, the East Central Block Central and the
East Central Block South. The ASAR data set for each segment of the block are
processed separately since each data set has different temporal baseline.

3.1. EAST CENTRAL BLOCK NORTH
A product of InSAR processing is the generation of a DEM from the InSAR pair.
This DEM is a measure of the quality of the remote sensing data used in the generation of
the interferograms. Hence, the DEMs generated from the InSAR pairs used in this study
will be shown. Figure 4 shows the DEM, the Goldstein filtered interferogram, the
unwrapped phase, and the coherence image of the East Central Block North generated
from ASAR InSAR pair acquired on November 18, 2008 and November 03, 2009 (350
days temporal baseline). Figure 5 shows the phase displacement map generated from the
same data and a SRTM DEM for comparison. Figure 6 shows the phase displacement
map draped over the SRTM DEM. In the phase displacement map (Figures 5 and 6)
which shows Line of Sight (LOS) displacement, negative displacement (regions that
moved away from the sensor) is shown with negative numbers and violet to blue colors
whereas positive displacement (regions that moved towards the sensor) is shown with
positive numbers and red to green colors.
This part of the East Central Block is dominated by the many rifts (Bure, Akule,
Soradda, Ab’s, Tenick, and Alol) manifesting the Gulf of Aden propagator (Figure 5B).
In addition, within this region the Immino graben exists within the East Central Block
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(Figure 5B). The Unda Gammari and Siyarrou micro-blocks occupy the S part of the
region.
The phase displacement map (Figures 5A and 6B) show that the region between
the Danakil block and the East Central Block has been undergoing cm scale deformation.
However, no discrete zones of phase displacement can be associated with the individual
rifts dominating the region. Nevertheless, the highest LOS negative phase displacement
seems to be associated with the Alol, the Tenick, and the NW-part of the Akule rift.
Additionally, these maps show a complete loss of coherence in the southern border fault
of the Immino graben, most likely because of RADAR shadow.

3.2. EAST CENTRAL BLOCK CENTRAL
Figure 7 shows the DEM, the Goldstein filtered interferogram, the unwrapped
phase, and the coherence image of the East Central Block Central generated from ASAR
InSAR pair acquired on October 12, 2007 and October 16, 2009 (735 days temporal
baseline). Figure 8 shows the phase displacement map generated from the same data and
a SRTM DEM for comparison. Figure 9 shows the phase displacement map draped over
the SRTM DEM.
This part of the East Central Block is dominated by the NE part of the Tendaho
graben, as well as the Dobe, the Der Ela’ Gaggade, and the N. Bahlo grabens separating
the Siyarrou, the Isso Dedai and the Unda Gammari micro-blocks The vertical phase
displacement map of East Central Block Central indicates ~2-3 cm positive phase
displacement of the Unda Gamarri micro-block (Figure 8B). The interferogram has a
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significant coherence loss in the Dobe, the Data- Yager-Hanle and the N. Bahlo grabens.
The Isso Dedai micro-block to the N of the Dobe graben shows a positive LOS
displacement ranging between ~1.5 and 2.8 cm. The interferogram also shows a NW-SE
linear trend of positive LOS displacement of the horsts NE the Dobe-Data-Yager-Hanle
grabens. Another region with a significant positive LOS displacement ranging between 2
and 3 cm is between the Siyarrou micro-block and the Manda Inakir rift system. Negative
LOS displacement is indicated by the ~1-2 cm subsidence within the NW-trending N.
Bahlo and other smaller grabens within the Siyarrou micro-block. The SE-most portion
of the Tendaho graben is showing ~1-2 cm of subsidence to the E of Dama Ali volcanoe.
Most of the Tendaho graben is composed of sediments that cause a loss of coherence in
the interferograms. The phase change is likely associated with the vertical slip along the
major border faults of the micro-blocks and grabens of the East Central Block.

3.3. EAST CENTRAL BLOCK SOUTH
Figure 10 shows the DEM, the Goldstein filtered interferogram, the unwrapped
phase, and the coherence image of the East Central Block South generated from ASAR
InSAR pair acquired on October 30, 2007 and November 08, 2008 (386 days temporal
baseline). Figure 11 shows the phase displacement map generated from the same data and
a SRTM DEM for comparison. Figure 12 shows the phase displacement map draped over
the SRTM DEM.
This part of the East Central Block contains most of the central and S Dobe
graben, the N and central Data-Yager-Hanle grabens, the Siyarrou micro-block, the Unda
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Gamarri micro-block, the Gamarri Dakka micro-block and the SE part of the Tendaho
Manda Gargori rift (Figure 11).
There is a significant loss of coherence in the interferogram of the East Central
Block South in regions dominated by the grabens, especially the Tendaho graben, likely
because of unconsolidated sediments shift by wind (Figure 10D). An area of significant
interest is the W flank of the Tendaho graben which also shows positive LOS phase
displacement of 3.5 cm. The N part of the Gammari Dakka and Unda Gammari horsts
also positive LOS phase displacement of ~1.5 cm. The Data-Yager-Hanle and N. Bahlo
grabens both had ~2-2.5 cm negative LOS phase displacement indicating subsidence.
Inflation (3 cm) of the W flank of the Dama Ali volcano is indicated by the positive LOS
phase displacement (Figure 12).
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This study represents the first effort to use InSAR technology to quantify vertical
phase displacement over the entire East Central Block in the Afar Depression and the W
extent of the Gulf of Aden propagator. Centimeter/year scale defomration from InSAR
measurements of the East Central Block from 2005-2009 have an average of about 2
cm/year.
Although, it was determined that strain is focused along the micro-blocks and the
grabens of the East Central Block and Gulf of Aden propagator, it appears that overall the
strain is diffuse (Figures 6, 9 and 12). In the East Central Block North, high phase change
is associated with the Gulf of Aden propagators between the East Central Block and the
Danakil block (Figure 6). The deformation in this transition region could be attributed to
either the propagation of the Gulf of Aden propagator or the NNE movement of the
Danakil block that is related to the subduction of the Arabian plate under Eurasia
(Reilinger et al., 2006; McClusky et al., 2010). The deformation in this region could also
be a combination of the two factors.
The Data Yager-Hanle graben shows a range 1-2 cm/year of negative LOS
displacment and this graben is the largest in the East Central Block (~15 km across at its
maximum width). Since this is the largest graben, it is expected that it will show strong
strain localization compated to the other regions of the East Central Block to be
represented by high phase change. However, no such strain localization has been
observed, suggesting strain partitioning within the grabens of the entire East Central
Block.
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The average 1-2 cm (positive or negative) range of LOS phase displacement
within the East Central Block and the Gulf of Aden propagator is consistent with the GPS
studies of Pan et al. (2002), McKluskey et al. (2010) and Kagan et al. (2012) (Figure 3).
This is also consistent with the Doubre and Pelzer (2007) InSAR study of the Asal rift,
where fault slip ranging between -1 and 6 cm is reported.
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Figure 1. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) from the Global 30 Arc Second Elevation Data
(GTOPO30, 1 km spatial resolution) and oceans and seas depth from global bathymetric
data of the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, the Afar Depression the Main Ethiopian Rift between
the Arabian, the Nubian and the Somali plates. GZ = Gulf of Zula. DB = Danakil block.
GAP = Gulf of Aden propagator. AMI = Asal-Manda Inakir rift. GT = Gulf of Tajoura.
ECB = East Central Block. DA = Dama Ali volcano. MER = Main Ethiopian Rift. TG =
Tendaho graben. MHG = Manda Hararo - Gobaad rift. D = Dabbahu rift. RSP = Red Sea
propagator. ER = Erta’ Ale volcano.
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Figure 2. Hill shade Digital Elevation Model (DEM) extracted from the Shuttle Radar
Mission (SRTM) data showing the grabens and micro-blocks of the East Central Block in
the Afar Depression. The arrow red lines represent the five rifts proposed by Lahitte et al.
(2003) as being associated with the Gulf of Aden propagator with the number 1
represents the oldest rift and the number 5 represents the youngest rift.
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Figure 3. Hill shade Digital Elevation Model (DEM) extracted from the Shuttle Radar
Mission Topography (SRTM) data showing the grabens and micro-blocks of the East
Central Block in the Afar Depression and major Global Positioning System (GPS) studies
in the region. The arrow lines indicate the general surface horizontal displacement and
the numbers at the tips of the lines indicate measured velocity in the N-S and E-W
directions. Blue = Pan et al. (2002). Red = McClusky et al. (2010). Green = Kogan et al.
(2012).
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Figure 4. Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) related images generated
from InSAR pair acquired over the East Central Block North on November 18, 2008 and
November 03, 2009 (350 days temporal baseline). (A) Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
extracted from the InSAR pair. (B) Goldstein filtered interferogram. (C) The unwrapped
phase of the interferogram. (D) The coherence image of the InSAR pair.
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Figure 5. (A) Phase displacement map of the East Central Block North generated from
InSAR pair acquired on November 18, 2008 and November 03, 2009 (350 days temporal
baseline). (B) Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) of the same region.
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Figure 6. Phase displacement map of the East Central Block North generated from InSAR
pair acquired on November 18, 2008 and November 03, 2009 (350 days temporal
baseline) draped over Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation
Model (DEM).
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Figure 7. Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) related images generated
from InSAR pair acquired over the East Central Block Central on October 12, 2007 and
October 16, 2009 (735 days temporal baseline). (A) Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
extracted from the InSAR pair. (B) Goldstein filtered interferogram. (C) The unwrapped
phase of the interferogram. (D) The coherence image of the InSAR pair.
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Figure 8. (A) Phase displacement map of the East Central Block Central generated from
InSAR pair acquired on October 12, 2007 and October 16, 2009 (735 days temporal
baseline). (B) Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) of the same region.
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Figure 9. Phase displacement map of the East Central Block Central generated from
InSAR pair acquired on October 12, 2007 and October 16, 2009 (735 days temporal
baseline) draped over Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation
Model (DEM).
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Figure 10. Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) related images generated
from InSAR pair acquired over the East Central Block South on October 30, 2007 and
November 08, 2008 (386 days temporal baseline). (A) Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
extracted from the InSAR pair. (B) Goldstein filtered interferogram. (C) The unwrapped
phase of the interferogram. (D) The coherence image of the InSAR pair.
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Figure 11. (A) Phase displacement map of the East Central Block South generated from
InSAR pair acquired on October 30, 2007 and November 08, 2008 (386 days temporal
baseline). (B) Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) of the same region.
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Figure 12. Phase displacement map of the East Central Block Central generated from
InSAR pair acquired on October 30, 2007 and November 08, 2008 (386 days temporal
baseline) draped over Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) Digital Elevation
Model (DEM).
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Table 1. Summary of Envisat Advanced Synthetic Apeture Radar (ASAR) data with
reference name, ASAR acquistion dates, orbits, temporal baseline and perpindicular
baseline.

Afar
Region

Reference
Name

ASAR
Acquisition
Dates

Deformation
Pair Orbits

ECB N
351

2008111820091103

3513040140

351

83

ECB C
735

2005052020091016

1684441894

735

186.8

ECB S
385

200710302008118

2961935130

386

93.9

Baseline
T
(m)
(days)

East
Central
Block
North
Descending
East
Central
Block
Central
Ascending
East
Central
Block
South
Descending
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